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Ah, Christmas beckons! And our gift to you is this quite large list offered at LESS 20%. Welcome to
catalogue #248 December 2021. As a lot of the country are in ‘lock down’, we here in WA, are ‘locked
in’. The Premier has called this ‘an island within and island’. Not sure he’s on the completely right
track as a lot of businesses associated with the tourist industry are being hammered (to death in some
instances). I’m quite happy sitting here in my cave with no urge to go out. I have books, Netflix and a
comfortable chair. I tend to limit my forays to the grocery store, chemist and post office. We get our
wine and many other things, delivered. So no problems, right? But...this paranoia will have to cease
pretty soon before we see our society change permanently. And our chances of seeing our Grand kids
in Canada before they’re teenagers, is receding rapidly. Luckily we see them on FaceTime once a
week. This ‘lock in’ means we will lose the 5th Ashes Cricket Test to some other state. We had the
AFL grand final over here so what’s the difference? The 5 day Ashes test (IMHO) is more important
than a 1 day cross-country basket ball game between two Melbourne teams few people had heard of.
I apologise to anyone who may be offended by this rant but that’s what a ‘lock in’ does to you.
Anyway, we’ve got a quite eclectic selection herein and with a 20% discount making the books most
attractive. I don’t expect the Idriess set shown on the cover, to last very long at all. They are SO hard
to find nowadays that it’s hard to imagine them at second hand shops for $2 each (which was the case
back a decade or three). The other newly published book is the ‘DASHER’ biography. His actions in
sacrificing his life to stay and die with Butch Swanton is the highest form of valour. He should be
everyone’s hero. RIP Dasher and Butch. As usual this list is dedicated to all those gallant soldiers who
never returned from battle and those who did but now struggle with their nightmares. We are here
for you my friends. Vaya con Dios Mick & Jo
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The American Civil War 1861-1865
248/1 (9141) Axelrod, Alan The Horrid Pit: The Battle of the Crater, The Civil War's Cruelest Mission. Carrol & Graf Publishers,
NY, 2007. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, chapter notes, appendix, biblio, index, pp284, **the Battle of the Crater on July 30, 1864,
was the greatest Union fiasco of the war. The explosion of the mine opened a gap in the Confederate line that might have ended the war if
properly exploited but the Union generalship from Meade and Burnside down performed abominably, as new cond, A$38.
248/1. (7271) Bigelow, John, Jr. Chancellorsville. Smithmark, NY, 1995 (fp c1870). Facsimile reprint, thick 8vo in d/w, appendices,
index, pp528, **victory of Chancellorsville gave Lee and the Confederates a false sense of optimism that they could defeat the Union anywhere
and at anytime. But they were in trouble with logistics and three months later he suffered his first defeat at Gettysburg, vg cond, A$32.
248/2. (487) Bosse, David. Civil War Newspaper Maps: A Historical Atlas. John Hopkins University Press, USA, 1993. 1st ed, 4to
in d/w, fully illus with maps which appeared in the newspapers in Capital cities during the period, ** unusual and useful to the dedicated Civil War buff, vg cond, A$28.
248/3. (8751) Buchanan, Lamont. A Pictorial History of the Confederacy. Bonanza Books, NY, 1971. 1st ed, 4to in protected d/w,
fully illustrated (over 300 illustrations) in b/w photos and block prints, index, pp288, **the whole vivid story in pictures of the gallant,
heroic slice of history that was the Confederate States of America, from the delegate's first meeting to the final dissolution, vg cond, A$35.
248/4. (1650) Clark, Champ (ed). Gettysburg: The Confederate High Tide. Barnes & Noble (Time Life), NY, 1987 (fp1985). Reprint, 4to in d/w, fully illus in colour and b/w, maps, index, biblio, pp176, **a distinct chronicle of the bloodiest battle ever fought on
American soil (1863), vg cond, A$30.
248/5. (9574) Dowdey, Clifford. Lee's Last Campaign: The Story of Lee and His Men Against Grant, 1864. Bonanza Books, NY,
1960. Poss reprint, large 8vo inprotected d/w, large map 'The Wilderness to Petersburg' in prelims, various other maps, bibliographical essay and biblio, index, pp415, **the detailed and moving story of Lee's last campaign of maneuver with the Army of Northern
Virginia in the 6 weeks from early May to mid-june og 1964. It is a story of the aging Lee meeting a confident and aggressive younger opponent
in Grant, vg cond, A$32.
248/6. (8195) Hunt, Roger, D. Colonels in Blue: Union Army Colonels of the Civil War: The New England States. Schiffer Military History, USA, 2001. 1st ed, 4to in d/w, marbled boards, fully illustrated, full alpha listing, index, pp224, **the colonels from
Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island and Vermont, a useful research tool, vg cond and uncommon, A$36.
248/7. (8747) Katcher, Philip R.N. Army of the Potomac. Osprey Men at Arms Series, London, 1986 (fp1975). Reprint, large 8vo in
card covers, colour & b/w plates, pp40, **defeated at the first battle of Bull Run, day one of the war which the North had supposed their
victory would end the war before it started. The gentle folks of Washington actually came out in their sulkies to watch the fun only to find themselves under fire, vg cond, A$25.
248/8. (8746) Katcher, Philip R.N. The Army of Northern Virginia. Osprey Men at Arms Series, UK, 1975. 1st card cover ed, large
8vo, colour & b/w plates, pp40, **the Army of Northern Viginia was born under fire on 27 June 1862 the day General Robert E. Lee assumed command of troops driving the Yankee army of the Potomac from the Confederate capital of Richmond, Virginia, vg cond, A$25.
248/9. (6701) Keneally, Thomas. American Scoundrel: Murder, Love and Politics in Civil War America:The Life of the Notorious Civil War General Dan Sickles. Random House Australia, Sydney, 2002. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, source notes, biblio, index,
pp397, **in February 1859, Daniel Sickles shot his wife's lover in Washington's Lafayette Square, just across from the White House. This is
the story of that killing and its repercussions, vg cond, A$34.
248/10. (8975) Lankford, Nelson, D. Cry Havoc! The Crooked Road to Civil War, 1861. Viking Penguin, NY, 2007. 1st ed, large
8vo in d/w, plates, notes and biblio, index, pp308, **the story of the people whose actions during the spring of 1861 finally 'let slip the
dogs of war', vg cond, A$28.
248/11. (9689) Marvel, William (ed). The MONITOR Chronicles: One Sailor's Account and Today's Campaign to Recover the
Civil War Wreck The Mariner's Museum/Simon & Schuster, NY, 2000. 1st ed? Small 4to in d/w, fully illustrated in colour, sepia
and b/w, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp272, **the MONITOR was an iron-clad gun-boat the bulk of which was submerged. It engaged
Confederate iron-clad CSS VIRGINIA at Cape Hatteras North Carolina on Dec 31st of 1862 (the year it was built) and sank in heavy seas. A
survivor George S. Geer provides the first hand account, vg cond, A$32.
248/12. (6183) McElroy, Joseph. Jefferson Davis: The Unreal and the Real. Smithmark, NY, 1995 (fp1937). Reprint, thick 8vo in
d/w, index of names and subjects, pp715, **the incredible story of the President of the Confederate States, vg cond, A$28.
248/13. (9736) McNeil, Jim. Masters of the Shoals: Tales of the Cape Fear Pilots Who Ran the Union Blockade. Da Capo Press,
USA, 2003. 1st Da Capo ed, trade 8vo in card covers, profusely illustrated, appendix lists pilots and their boats, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp188, **the daring Cape Fear pilots who risked their lives for the Confederacy. The Union navy blockaded the Cape Fear river at
Wilmington, keeping desperately needed food and supplies from reaching the Confederacy, vg cond, A$28.
248/14. (1655) Miller, William J. Mapping For Stonewall: The Civil War Service of Jed Hotchkiss. Elliot & Clarke, Washington,
1993. 1st ed, 4to in d/w, plates, illus and maps, index, source notes, pp176, **Hotchkiss, a cartographer, produced most of the up-to-date
maps used by Stonewall Jackson, one of the Confederacy’s great generals, vg cond, not often seen, A$35.
248/15. (8651) Pratt, Fletcher. Civil War in Pictures: From the Drawing Boards of the Newspaper Artists Who Recorded the Conflict. Garden City Books, NY, 1955. 1st ed, 8vo in price-clipped d/w, fully illustrated, pp256, **the Northern publications such as
Frank Leslies' Illustrated Newspaper and Harper's Weekly, sent great artists like Winslow Homer and A.R. Waud into the lines to cover the
action in drawings, generally good cond, A$30.
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248/16. (9754) Rawls, Walton (ed). Great Civil War Heroes and Their Battles. Abbeville Press, NY, 1985. 1st ed, 3rd printing, large
oblong 4to in protected d/w, inscr in fep and half-title pages, fully illustrated in colour and b/w, index, pp304 (note: book weighs
1.8kg packed) **a beautifully laid out book showing many battle scenes in colour and portraits of the heroes from both sides, vg cond, A$32.
248/17. (8443) Reid, Brian Holden & Keegan, John (gen ed). The American Civil War and the Wars of the Industrial Revolution.
Cassell, London, 1999. 1st ed, 4to in d/w (slightly crumpled at the rear), colour & b/w plates and maps, biblio, index, pp224, **a
focus on the strategic and operational dimensions of the campaigns, showing how such factors as generalship, staff work, organisation, intelligence and logistics affected the shape and decisions of the battlefield, an excellent reference, vg cond, A$38.
248/18. (6700) Ripple, Ezra Hoyt. Dancing Along the Deadline: The Andersonville Memoir of a Prisoner of the Confederacy.
Presidio, USA, 1996. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, pp168, **Andersonville was a notorious Confederate POW camp in which disease and
death were rife, vg cond, A$28.
248/19. (4528) Scharf, J. Thomas. History of the Confederate States Navy: From It's Organisation to the Surrender of Its Last Vessel. Gramercy Books, NY, 1996. (fp c1867) Facsimile reprint, thick 8vo in d/w, illus, index, full list of all vessels, pp824, **the author
was an officer of the Confederate States Navy; covers the struggle with the US Navy, river and open sea engagements, blockade-running, Ironclads and torpedoes and the history of privateering, a great book, vg cond, A$45.
248/20. (407) Strode, H (ed.) Jefferson Davis - Private Letters 1823 - 1889. Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc, NY, 1966.. 1st ed, 8vo,
lacks d/w, portrait in frontis, spine sl cracked, index, pp580, **Jefferson Davis was elected President of the Confederate States of America
(CSA). On defeat he languished in a Northern jail refusing to recant and re take his place as a Senator. He lived a very long life and his letters
are most revealing, good cond, A$28.
248/21. (10296) Walsh, George. "Whip the Rebellion": Ulysses S. Grant's Rise to Command. Tom Doherty, NY, 2005. 1st ed, large
8vo in mint d/w, chapter notes, index, pp480, **Grant was forced to resign his commission from the peacetime army for excessive drinking.
He then did it hard until the civil War broke out and he found himself a colonel and then a general, as new cond, A$42.
248/22. (9734) Wert, Jeffrey D. The Sword of Lincoln: The Army of the Potomac. Simon & Schuster, NY, 2006. 1st ed trade card
cover ed, plates, maps, chapter notes, extensive biblio, index, pp559, **from Bull Run to Gettysburg to Appomattox, the Army of the
Potomac repeatedly fought, and eventually defeated Robert E. Lee and his Army of Northern Virginia. They were rubbish under McClellan,
Burnside and Hooker but came good under Mead at Gettysburg. After Gettysburg Grant took over and eventually defeated Lee, vg cond,
A$24.

Aviation
248/23. (8758) Ayris, Cyril. Kittyhawk Pilots. Stanley Milton Watt, Perth, 2002. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w and slip-case, plates, honour roll of 450 Sqn RAAF, superior paper, biblio, pp164, **the story of Stan Watt and his fellow Kittyhawk pilots of 450 Sqn, RAAF in the
desert war of WW2, vg cond, A$45.
248/24. (7669) Eather, Steve. Blue Lightning: The Story of 6 Squadron, AFC & RAAF, 1917-2005. AMHP, Sydney, 2007. 1st ed,
large 8vo in laminated boards, profusely illus, endnotes, appendices, biblio, index, pp190, **formed over 55 years ago, this Australian
squadron was still operating flying F111Gs until recently, new, A$45.
248/25. (8858) Ewer, Dr Peter. Wounded Eagle: The Bombing of Darwin and Australia's Air Defence Scandal. New Holland,
Sydney, 2009. 1st ed, large 8vo in laminated boards, plates, chapter notes, index, pp240, **a controversial book that completely rewrites
the early war history of the RAAF. He shows how Australia was left defenceless by a clique of politicians including Menzies who took decisions
that left Australia without an air defence system in our greatest hour of need, vg cond, A$45.
248/26. (4175) Franks, Norman, Giblin Hal & McCrery, Nigel. Under the Guns of the Red Baron: The Complete Record of Von
Richthofen's Victories and Victims Fully Illustrated. Grub Street, London, 1995. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, fully illus, combat reports on every victim, bios of all victims, maps indicating where they crashed, biblio, index, pp224, **a remarkable work of painstaking
research, vg cond, A$45.
248/27. (6128) Franks, Norman & Giblin, Hal. Under the Guns of the German Aces: Immelmann, Voss, Goring, Lothar Von Richtofen. Grub Street, London, 1997. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, inscription in fep, fully illus, index, pp192, **the complete record of their
victories including a small bio of each man shot down, vg cond, A$38.
248/28. (1881) Franks, Norman, Guest, Russell & Bailey, Frank. Bloody April...Black September. Grub Street, London, 1995. 1st
ed, 8vo in protected d/w, inscr in fep, plates, tables, casualty lists, victory lists, index, pp314, **an exciting and detailed analysis of the
two deadliest months in the air in WW1, vg cond, A$34.
248/29. (11212) Hayes, Neville F. Billy Stutt and the Richmond Flyboys: The New South Wales State Aviation School 1915-1918
and Beyond. Pacific Downunder, Victoria, 2008. 1st ed, large 8vo in card covers, profusely illustrated, appendices, addendum,
index, pp314, **covers the aviators, the story behind the history of the Curtiss Jenny in Australia, the air adventures of Billy Stitt and the birth
of Richmond Air Base NSW, new, A$45.
248/30. (9659) Ilbery, Peter. Hatching an Air Force: 2 SFTS, 5 SFTS, 1 BFTS: Uranquinty and Wagga Wagga. Banner Books, Qld,
2002. 1st ed, small 4to in card covers, colour plate in frontis, profusely illustrated, graduate & refresher cours rolls, glossary, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp208, **on the eve of WW2 in 1939 the RAAF had a total of 310 officers and 3,179 airmen and around 220 assorted
non-combat aircraft configured into 10 squadrons not considered operational. At the end of the war in 1945 they had reached 180,000 personnel
and fought in most theatres. These training schools at Uranquinty and Wagga shouldered much of the burden, new, A$28.
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248/31. (11219) Jessen, Morten. Focke Wulfe 190: The Birth of the Butcher Bird 1939-1945. Pen & Sword Aviation (Luftwaffe at War
Series)), UK, 2016 (fp1998). Reprint, small 4to in card covers, full pictorial, pp72, **the famous Butcher Bird, along with the ME109, became
the backbone of the Luftwaffe in all theatres, new, A$26.
248/32. (7817) Kane-Maguire, Leon. Desert Scorpions: A History of 459 Squadron, RAAF 1942-1945. AMHP, Sydney, 2007. 1st ed,
large 8vo in laminated boards, plates, maps & illustrations, appendices list honour roll, honours and awards and types of aircraft
flown, extensive biblio, index, pp527, **459 Sqn was formed in Egypt in 1942 and initially equipped with Hudsons but later converted to Venturas and Baltimores. Its operations ranged from anti-submarine and convoy escort patrols including the sinking of U-97, to low level antishipping strikes and formation raids on strongly defended land targets; an excellent history, new, A$70.
248/33. (9406) King, Peter. Knights of the Air: The Life and Times of the Extraordinary Pioneers Who First Built British Aeroplanes. Constable, London, 1989. 1st ed, large 8vo in good d/w, plates, chapter notes, extensive biblio, index, news clippings loose at
front, pp544, **the story of the men who spent their youth designing and building the first flying machines. Many achieved immortality - Sopwith's legendary Pup and Camel; Handley-Page's bombers, etc, vg cond, A$40.
248/34. (8515) Maslen-Jones, E.W. Fire By Order: Recollections of Service With 656 Air Observation Squadron in Burma. Leo
Cooper, London, 1997. 1st ed, large 8vo in good d/w, plates & maps, roll of honour, biblio, index, pp188, **656 Air OP Sqn was part of
the British 14th Army under Slim in Burma. They flew the small Auster single-wing aircraft and provided air observation for the entire Army in
Burma, vg cond, A$28.
248/35. (9498) Page, Charles. Wings of Destiny: Wing Commander Charles Learmonth, DFC & Bar and the Air War in New Guinea. Rosenberg Publishing P/L, Sydney, 2008. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, signed and dedicated by the author, plates and maps,
chapter notes, biblio, index, pp416, **the life and times of a great Australian airman, Charles Learmonth. He was killed when his Beaufort
bomber crashed into the Indian Ocean near Perth on 6 Jan 1944. He was CO of #14 Sqn out of Pearce at the time. Learmonth Airbase at Exmouth
is named for him, vg cond, A$38.
248/36. (10417) Ray, John. The Battle of Britain: New Perspectives: Behind the Scenes of the Great Air War. Brockhampton Press,
UK, 1999 (fp1994). Reprint, lare 8vo in good protected d/w, plates and map, appendices, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp222, **this
book delves behind the scenes in the battle between Dowding, Trenchard and their roles in determining the policy in Fighter Command, vg cond,
A$28.
248/37. (8523) Robins, Fred. The Cat Has Nine Lives. Author, Perth, 2005 (fp1991). Reprint, 8vo in card covers, pp189, **Fred Robins,
RAAF, flew Catalinas laying mines and air-sea rescue missions in the South-West Pacific area in WW2, new, A$28.
248/38. (10023) Schaedel, Charles. Australian Air Ace: The Exploits of 'Jerry' Pentland, MC, DFC, AFC. Rigby, Adelaide, 1979. 1st
ed, 8vo in protected d/w, plates, pp159, **a vigorous and exciting portrait of Pentland's flying career over more than 30 years, vg cond,
A$35.
248/39. (5669) Scutts, Jerry. Republic P-47 Thunderbolt: The Operational Record. Airlife, UK, 1998. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w and
mylar, colour and b/w plates, appendices, index, pp167, **nicknamed 'the jug', the Thunderbolt, although a heavy-weight single-seat fighter,
was a strong and powerful aircraft. Its main role was as a long-range bomber escort over Europe destroying 3,916 enemy planes. It was superceded
by the P-51 Mustang, vg cond, A$42.
248/40. (11028) Shores, Christopher. Air Aces. Bison Books, USA, 1983. 1st ed, 4to in d/w, fully illustrated in colour and b/w, maps,
biblio, index, pp192, **Hartman shot down 352 Russian aircraft on the Eastern Front in WW2. No one comes near him for numbers but he had
it easy compared to flying against the Brits and Americans over Western Europe, vgc cond, A$34.
248/41. (6664) Taylor, Assheton F. One Way Flight to Munich: Memoirs of a 460 Squadron (RAAF) Navigator. AMHP, Sydney,
2000 (fp1998). Reprint, 4to in card covers, index, pp273, **the author's Lancaster was shot down over Munich in 1943. He was captured,
interrogated and imprisoned in Stalag Ivb. Good story, new, A$28.
248/42. (10061) Thorpe, Donald W. Japanese Army Air Force Camouflage and Markings World War 2. Aero Publishers Inc, USA,
1968. 1st ed, small 4to in card covers, fully illustrated in colour and b/w, pp203, **a complete history of the evolution of camouflage, kill
markings, individual markings and many more. Ideal for the modeller, collector, historians, vg cond and unusual, A$38.
248/43. (9268) Townshend Bickers, Richard. Von Richthofen: The Legend Evaluated. Airlife, UK, 1996. 1st ed, large 8vo in mint d/
w, plates, von Richthofen's victories listed by date and type of plane, biblio, index, pp172, **some interesting points made here about how
opportunity allowed the German flight leaders to attack the enemy while the rest of his planes covered him. Part of the reason von Richthofen was
so successful. The other reasons were his flying ability, courage and his Fokker Triplane, vg cond, A$28.
248/44. (7157) Vee, Roger (Vivian Ross). Flying Minnows: Memoirs of a World War One Fighter Pilot from Training in Canada to
the Front Line, 1917-1918. Arms & Armour Press, London, 1977 (fp1935). Facsimile reprint, 8vo in d/w pr/cl d/w, (spine sunned),
plates, appendices contains nominal index, casualty list of 44 and 48 Squadrons RFC, pp319, **a classic of WW1 aviation literature. The
author flew Bristol fighters over the Western Front, good cond and hard to find, A$36.
248/45. (11259) Watson, W/C John and Jones, Louis. 3 Squadron at War D.A.F 3 Squadron Assn, Sydney, 1959. 1st ed, large 8vo in
protected d/w, plates, honour roll, nominal roll, pp243, **the famous 3 Sqn, RAAF served in the Middle East and Mediterranean theatres in
WW2. They were part of the Desert Airforce flying, Lysanders, Gladiators, Hurricanes, Tomahawks, Kittyhawks and Mustangs. They shot down
217 enemy aircraft, vg cond and now RARE, A$300.
248/46. (758) Wilmott, H.P. Zero A6M. Bison, London, 1980. 1st ed, large folio-size in protected d/w, fully illustrated in colour and
b/w, appendices, pp64, **the Mitsibishi Zero (Zeke) A6M was Japan's most famous aircraft in WW2. Whilst it performed better than the Hell-
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cat it was no match for the P-38 Lightning, vg cond, A$26.
248/47. (2332) Wood, Alan The Glider Soldiers: A History of British Military Glider Forces. Spellmount, UK, 1992. 1st ed, 8vo in
d/w, plates, index, biblio, rolls, maps, tables, **the Germans showed how to use gliders in action at Eben Emael in Belgium in 1940. They
were used in Norway, Sicily and Burma and finally in Arnhem and the crossing of the Rhine. Also an important element of the D-Day invasion,
vg cond and hard to find, A$30.

Espionage
248/48. (11273) Bou, Jean. MacArthur's Secret Bureau: the Story of MacArthur's Signals Intelligence Organisation. AMHP, Sydney, 2012. 1st ed, large 8vo in card covers, end notes, biblio, org chart, index, pp132, **MacArthur set up the Central Bureau in Brisbane
in 1942. It was a parallel with Bletchly Park in England and concentrated on Japanese code breaking with great success, new, A$35.
248/49. (2528) Brown, Anthony Cave. Bodyguard of Lies : The Vital Role of Deceptive Strategy in World War II. W.H. Allen & Co,
London, 1976. 1st ed, thick 8vo in protected d/w, plates, glossary, source notes, biblio, index, pp947, **’in wartime, Truth is so precious
that she should always be attended by a bodyguard of lies' said Winston Churchill. A fantastic one-volume account of all the skull-duggery the
Allies got up to to protect the product of 'ULTRA', vg cond and now hard to find, A$58.
248/50. (5099) Cookridge, E.H. Inside SOE: The Story of Special Operations in Western Europe 1940-45. Arthur Barker Ltd, London, 1966. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w, plates, index, extensive biblio, appendices, pp640, **the first full story of Special Operations Executive; fighting both the Germans and their own Secret Intelligence Service who wanted SOE off the scene; a story of incredible bravery and stuffups
by 'amateurs' but they really did 'set Europe ablaze', good cond and hard to find, A$40.
248/51. (5322) Denniston, Robin. Churchill's Secret War: Diplomatic Decrypts, the Foreign Office and Turkey, 1942-44. Chancellor
Press, London, 2000 (fp1997). Reprint, 8vo in d/w, plates, chapter notes, extensive biblio, index, pp208, **research brings to light
Churchill's plan to open up a Balkans front; also details of the Cicero scandal when top secret documents were stolen in Ankara by the British Ambassador's valet and passed to the Germans, vg cond, A$25.
248/52. (8125) Fisher, John. Gentleman Spies: Intelligence Agents in the British Empire and Beyond. Sutton Publishing, UK, 2002.
1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, extensive biblio, index, pp209, **prior to WW1 Britain was the foremost global power and was locked
in a struggle to retain her colonial possessions. As WW1 commenced and bogged down on the Western Front a need for secret intelligence was
accepted and the Secret Intelligence Service was born (later became M16). Intrepid adventurers such as T.E. Lawrence et al flocked to join, new,
A$25.
248/53. (11272) Harris A. M (Jack). Seize the Day. Brolga Publishing, Melbourne, 2015. 1st ed, small 8vo in card covers, plates and
maps, pp283, **the remarkable story of Jack Harris, MM who was twice wounded in the Korean War who went on to serve with ASIO concentrating on intelligence operations in North Korea, new, A$32.
248/54. (3049) Haswell, Jock. The Intelligence and Deception of the D-Day Landings. Batsford, London, 1979. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w,
plates, index, biblio, **details those deceptions plans in place for D-day, vg cond, A$35.
248/55. (6503) Holmes, W.J. Double-Edged Secrets: U.S. Naval Intelligence Operations in the Pacific During WW2. Naval Institute
Press, USA, 1979. 1st ed, 8vo in rubbed d/w, plates, maps, index, pp231, **the dilemma of breaking Japanese codes with the possible result
of tipping them off to USN operations. Very interesting, vg cond, A$25.
248/56. (10260) Hutton, J. Bernard. Struggle in the Dark: How Russian and Other Iron Curtain Spies Operate. George G. Harrap,
P/L, London, 1969. 1st ed, 8vo in protected d/w, plates, ppendix, index, pp208, **the first book to detail Soviet spying operations against
the West, vg cond and not often seen, A$28.
248/57. (6870) Kilzer, Louis C. Churchill's Deception: The Dark Secret that Destroyed Nazi Germany. Simon & Schuster, NY, 1994.
1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, notes, biblio, index, pp335, **the story of how Churchill outwitted Hitler into invading the Soviet Union;
very interesting, vg cond, A$26.
248/58. (8383) Lonsdale, Gordon. Spy: Twenty Years of Secret Service: The Memoirs of Gordon Lonsdale. Neville Spearman, London, 1965. 1st ed, 8vo in worn but now protected d/w, plates, pp218, **Lonsdale was a Russian spy who was sentenced to 25 years imprisonment in 1961. He was exchanged for Greville Wynne in East Berlin in 1964. Known as the first autobiography written by a Russian spy to be
captured in Britain, vg cond, A$29.
248/59. (11037) Macintyre, Ben. Agent ZIGZAG:The True Wartime Story of Eddie Chapman, Lover, Betrayer, Hero, Spy. Bloomsbury, London, 2007. 1st card cover ed, trade 8vom plates, appendix, chapter notes, index, pp372, **Chapman was a double-agent who
outwitted both the British and the Nazis in WW2, vg cond, A$28.
248/60. (9992) MacIntyre, Ben. Double Cross: The True Story of the D-Day Spies. Crown Publishers, NY, 2012, 1st ed, large 8vo in
d/w, b/w plates, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp400, **Operation Fortitude, which protected and enabled the invasion on D-Day and the
Double Cross system, which specialised in turning German spies into double agents, tricked the Nazis into believing the Allies would attack at
Calais and Norway rather than Normandy, new cond, A$36.
248/61. (8692) Markle, Donald E. Spies & Spymasters of the Civil War. Hippocrene Books, NY, 2006 (fp2004). Revised & expanded
edition, trade 8vo in card covers, glossary, biblio, index, 284, **there were 432 known Civil War spies - this is the most comprehensive book
on the subject ever written, very useful reference, vg cond, A$24.
248/62. (11072) Masterman, J.C. The Double-Cross System. The Folio Society, London, 2007 (fp1972). Reprint, large 8vo in slip-case,
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portrait of Masterman in frontis, plates, appendices, index, pp215, **Masterman ran his XX (Double Cross) Committee which had the job of
turning captured German spies back against Hitler. He was very successful at it. The majority agreed and those who did not were hanged or shot in
Wormwood Scrubs prison, vg cond, A$45.
248/63. (11084) Miller, Scott. Agent 101: An American Spymaster and the German Resistance in WW2. Simon & Schuster, NY, 2017.
1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, time-line, chapter notes, index, pp342, **In November 1942, American spymaster Allen Dulles
slipped into Switzerland before Germany closed the border. He discovered a network of Germans - industrialists, students, diplomats and generals,
conspiring to overthrow Hitler, as new cond, A$38.
248/64. (10384) Morton, James. Spies of the First World War: Under Cover for King and Kaiser. The National Archives, UK, 2010 1st
ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp240, **by the time WW1 commenced in 1914, spies operated in cities from Geneva
to Paris, New York to Moscow and German spies were being shot in the Tower of London, vg cond, A$32.
248/65. (2837) Mosley, Leonard. The Druid: The Nazi Spy Who Double-Crossed The Double-Cross System. Eyre Methuen, London,
1982. 1st ed, 8vo ind/w and mylar, pp240, **the intriguing account of the one German spy to elude the Double Cross System, a good story, vg
cond, A$34.
248/66. (11145) Olive, Ronald J. Capturing Jonathan Pollard: How One of the Most Notorious Spies in American History Was
Brought to Justice. Naval Institute Press, USA, 2006. Poss 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, acronym list, chapter notes, appendix, index, pp299, **Pollard, a highly place analysist spied for Israel for years handing over thousands of highly classified documents. His Inspector Clouseau-like trade craft eventually brought him undone, vg cond, A$36.
248/67. (6762) Persico, Joseph E. Roosevelt's Secret War: FDR and WW2 Espionage. Random House, NY, 2001. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/
w, biblio, source notes, index, pp564, **a hitherto overlooked dimension of FDR's wartime leadership; his involvement in intelligence and espionage operations; ie, FDR wanted to bomb Tokyo BEFORE Pearl Harbour; very interesting, new, A$28.
248/68. (9934) Rankin, Nicholas. Ian Fleming's Commandos: The Story of 30 Assault Unit in WW2. Faber & Faber, London, 2011. 1st
ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates & maps, source notes, index, pp397, **Fleming was on the staff of Naval Intelligence when he devised a
plan to form a unit of 'authorised looters' who would go in before an assault and steal intelligence.They achieved remarkable results in various theatres but their biggest coup was capturing the entire German Naval archive, vg cond, A$45.
248/69. (7454) Smith, Michael. Station 'X': Decoding Nazi Secrets. TV Books, NY, 1998. 1st US ed, 8vo in good d/w, plates, biblio, index, pp246, **the work of the codes-breakers of Bletchley Park in WW2, vg cond, A$32.
248/70. (11205) Thomas, Gordon. Secrets & Lies: A History of CIA Mind control and Germ Warfare. J.R. Books, London, 2008. 1st ed,
large 8vo in d/w, plates, biblio, index, pp417, **an exposition of the darkside of the medical profession and its work with spies, vg cond, A$38.
248/71. (4814) Thomas, Gordon. Gideon's Spies: The Secret History of the Mossad. Thomas Dunn Books, NY, 2005 (fp1995). Updated
ed, trade 8vo in card-covers, index, biblio, pp460, **Israel's Mossad is the master of the secret world of spies and covert operations. A story from
the coal-face told by their many spy-masters, vg cond, A$28.
248/72. (4742) Tickell, Jerrard. Odette: The Story of a British Agent. Chapman & Hall, London, 1951 (fp1949). 8th impr, 8vo in pr/cl
d/w (now protected), inscr, plates (portrait in frontis), diagrams, obituary loose at front, pp338, **Odette Sansom was an SOE agent in
France and was captured by the Gestapo and lived to tell the tale; one of the classic tales of SOE in WW2, she was awarded the George Cross and
lived till age 82, gen good cond, A$28.
248/73. (9884) Whiting, Charles. Hitler's Secret War: The NAZI Espionage Campaign Against the Allies. Leo Cooper, UK, 2000. 1st
ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, ex lib, plates, index, pp208, **the German espionage and intelligence effort in WW2 swung between great cunning and staggering incompetence, good cond, A$25.
248/74. (10810) Whittell, Giles. Bridge of Spies. Simon & Schuster, London, 2012 (fp2011). Reprint, 8vo in card covers, plates, source
notes, index, pp274, **the trues story of three spies exchanged between the Soviets and USA on Berlin's Glienicke Bridge on Feb 10 1962. They
were Gary Powers the U2 pilot shot down, Rudolf Abel the Soviet spy and Frederic Pryor, a young American doctor captured by mistake, new,
A$28.
248/75. (9537) Wynne, Barry. Count Five and Die: 'D' Day Deception: The True Story of 'Operation Stampede'. Souvenir Press, London, 1958. 1st ed, 8vo in bright complete d/w (now protected), plates, pp179, **the story of the fantastic gamble to convice the Germans that
the Allies would invade through Holland, the short-cut to Germany. An example of SOE and OSS working together; excellent stuff! vg cond and
uncommon, A$38.

Human Endeavour
Exploration, Mountaineering and Voyaging
248/76. (4308) Adams, Richard & Lockley, Ronald. Voyage Through the Antarctic. Alfred A. Knopf, NY, 1983. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, colour and b/w plates, map, pp160, **a chronicle of a 6,500 voyage to the Antarctic and back, inscr on fep else gen good cond, A$34.
248/77. (3259) Banks, Mike, Capt (RM). Commando Climber. J.M. Dent, London, 1955. Proof copy, 8vo in card covers, plates, pp239,
**the climbing experiences of a young Captain of Royal Marines in the early fifties, fair cond, A$24.
248/78. (6724) Bickel, Leonard. Shackleton's Forgotten Men: The Untold Tale of an Antarctic Tragedy. Pimlico, London, 2001
(fp2000). Reprint, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, maps, pp241, **the epic story of Shackleton's 'second team' known as the 'Ross Sea Party',
led by Aeneas Mackintosh, who set off on the ill-fated AURORA to set up a lifeline of depots for Shackletons party. They lost three men but achieved
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the task; harrowing stuff, new, A$36.
248/79. (4561) Bonington, Chris. The Next Horizon. Victor Gollancz, London, 1990. (fp1973) 3rd impr, 8vo in card covers, plates,
maps, index, pp304, **Bonington is a well know British climber and mountaineer who climbed the Eiger North Wall among others and numerous
serious climbs in the Himalayas, a great read, good cond, A$26.
248/80. (3689) Bremer-Kamp, Cherie. Living on the Edge. The Winter Ascent of Kanchenjunga. Macmillan, Sydney, 1987. 1st ed,
large 8vo in d/w, colour plates and maps, glossary, appendices, pp213, **in January 1985 Cherie Bremer-Kamp and Chris Chandler made
the first winter attempt on Kanchenjunga's (K2) north face in Pakistan, vg cond, A$26.
248/81. (6730) Carter, Jeff. In the Steps of the Explorers. Angus & Robertson, Sydney, 1969. 1st ed, 4to in d/w, colour and b/w plates,
maps, biblio, index, pp136, **a travellogue of areas to which Australia's early explorers visited and views of the modern-day, vg cond and hard
to find, A$48.
248/82. (11249) Chester, Jonathan. Going to Extremes: Project Blizzard and Australia's Antarctic Heritage. Doubleday, Sydney, 1986.
1st ed, 4to in d/w, signed by the Project Blizzard team (Linda Vining, Ross Vining and William Blunt), fully illustrated in colour and
b/w, appendices, biblio, index, pp308, **the story of over 100 years of scientific expeditions to Antarctica, bit musty else vg cond, A$56.
248/83. (11250) Ferlet, Rene & Poulet, Guy. Aconcagua South Face. Constable, London, 1956 (trans. From the French). 1st ed, 8vo in
bumped d/w, inscr in fep, plates and maps, glossary, pp209, **seven young French climbers tackled the previously unclimbed South Face of
Aconcagua in Argentina, the tallest mountain in South America. It took 7 days and they were successful but suffered amputations of frost-bitten
toes, good cond, A$35.
248/84. (4582) Fiennes, Ranulph. Mind Over Matter: The Epic Crossing of the Antarctic Continent. Sinclair-Stevenson, London, 1993.
1st card ed, large 8vo, signed by author, colour plates, illus, maps, index, source notes, biblio, pp326, **certainly an epic story; 97 days
crossing the Antarctic continent. The longest unsupported journey in Polar history, good cond, A$38.
248/85. (10864) Firstbrook, Peter. The Search for Mallory and Irvine: Lost on Everest. BBC, London, 1999. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates and maps, appendices, glossary, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp224, **George Mallory and Andrew Irvine were lost on Mt
Everest on 8 June 1924 and Mallory was not discovered till 1999. Irvine remains undiscovered. Did they summit 29 years before Hillary and Tenzing Norgay? vg cond, A$40.
248/86. (11258) Fletcher, Harold. Antarctic Days: A Personal Account of the British, Australian and New Zealand Antarctic Research
Expedition in 1929-31. A&R, Sydney, 1981. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, sepia plates, maps on inside boards, pp313, **an account of the
BANZARE expedition, led by Mawson on the ship DISCOVERY in 1929-30 and 30-31, vg cond, A$55.
248/87. (2037) Giaever, John. The White Desert: The Official Account of the Norwegian - British - Swedish Antarctic Expedition
1951. Chatto & Windus, London, 1954. 1st ed, large 8vo in bumped d/w (now protected), plates and maps, pp304, **the first large-scale
international expedition ever to be organised, good cond, A$35.
248/88. (6736) Grant, Arch. Camel, Train & Aeroplane: The Story of Skipper Partridge. Rigby, Adelaide, 1982 (fp1981). Reprint, 8vo
in d/w, plates, maps, sources and notes, index, pp400, **the Skipper Partridge story is set almost exclusively in the vast inland of Australia.
He met Flynn and felt compelled to serve his fledgling Australian Inland Mission. Starting at Oodnadatta in 1917 he went on his first patrol on a
camel; a great story, vg cond, A$34.
248/89. (2028) Hillary, Edmund. From the Ocean to the Sky. The Viking Press, NY, 1979 3rd printing, large 8vo in d/w, colour and b/
w plates, appendices, maps, index, pp273, **in 1977 Sir Edmund Hillary led a jet boat expedition up the Ganges River to its headwaters a distance of 1,500 miles. They then climbed Akash Parbat, vg cond, A$28.
248/90. (6726) Huntford, Roland. Scott and Amundsen: Their Race to the South Pole: The Last Place on Earth. G.P. Putnam Sons,
NY, 1980. 1st US ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, map, biblio, chapter notes, index, pp665, **a dual-biography of the two great adventurers in the quest to reach to South Pole first, vg cond, A$48.
248/91. (2556) Keenlyside, Francis. Peaks and Pioneers: The Story of Mountaineering. Paul Elek, UK, 1975. 1st ed, large 4to in d/w,
profusely illus in colour and b/w, appendices list mountains over 24,000ft and when and who conquered them, biblio, index, pp248,
**the 200 years of mountaineering -the hard peaks conquered by hard men, vg cond and hard to find, A$60.
248/92. (2013) Kohli, Commander M.S. Nine Atop Everest: Story of the Indian Ascent. Orient Longmans, Bombay, 1969. 1st ed, large
8vo in bumped d/w (now protected), colour and b/w plates, biblio, glossary, index, pp384, **an account of a successful Indian climb of Mt
Everest in May 1965. A total of nine summited, solid cond, A$35.
248/93. (3184) Lewis, David. Ice Bird: The First Single-Handed Voyage to Antarctica. Heinemann, Sydney, 1988 (fp1975). Reprint,
8vo in card covers, plates and maps, biblio, appendix, pp208, **this is David Lewis's enthralling account of his single-handed voyage from
Sydney through the ice of Antarctica and on to Cape Town, without instruments. This is one crazy man! good cond, A$26.
248/94. (6721) Mawson, Sir Douglas. The Home of the Blizzard: The Story of the Australian Antarctic Expedition, 1911-1914. Wakefield Press, Sth Aust, 1996 (fp1915). Reprint, trade 8vo in card covers, plates and maps, nominal roll of expeditioners, appendices, index, pp438, **a great tale of discovery and adventure in Antarctica, of pioneering deeds, great courage, heart-stopping rescues and heroic perseverance, new, A$28.
248/95. (6725) McGregor, Alastair. Frank Hurley: A Photographer's Life. Penguin/Viking, Melbourne, 2004. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w,
plates (some early colour photos on the Western Front), endnotes, glossary, index, pp457, **Frank Hurley was a house-hold name in the
early 20th Century with his extraordinary photographic coverage of the ENDURANCE expedition. His work on the Western Front saw the earliest
colour photos produced, new, A$65.
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248/96. (11257) Murray-Smith, Stephen. Sitting on Penguins: People and Politics in Australian Antarctica. Century Hutchinson, Sydney, 1988. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, colour plates and pencil sketches, nominal roll MV ICEBIRD 85-86, index, pp249, **this is a critique of
the shortsightedness of Australia's Antarctic policy which seeks to benefit from our Antarctic claims but cannot muster the political or national will
to invest wisely in the future. The titles refers to a method of killing a penguin for the pot, vg cond, A$36.
248/97. (2787) Nunn, Paul. At The Sharp End. Unwin Hyman, London, 1988. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, index, 201, **a selection of
the author's writing about his 30 years of climbing, good cond, A$35.
248/98. (11251) Palin, Michael. EREBUS: The Story of a Ship. Hutchinson, London, 2018. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, colour
and b/w plates, schematics on inside boards, maps, appendix contains a time-line, biblio, index, pp334, **HMS EREBUS was lost in the
Canadian Actic in 1846 after a very successful expedition to the Antarctic under Captain John Franklin. The wreck was discovered in shallow water
in the Canadian Arctic, vg cond, A$48.
248/99. (2023) Read, Piers Paul. Alive: The Story of the Andes Survivors. Alison Press/Secker Warburg, London, 1974. 1st ed, 8vo in
d/w, plates, maps, pp308, **the epic 1972 story of how members of an Argentine rugby team survived a horrific crash in the Andes and a further
72 days before being rescued; a sensational story of privation and mental toughness and of course, the controversial factor of canabalism, good cond,
A$26.
248/100. (6719) Riffenburgh, Beau. NIMROD: Ernest Shackleton and the Extraordinary Story of the 1907-09 British Antarctic Expedition. Bloomsbury, London, 2004. 1st trade card cover ed, plates and illus, glossary, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp358, **a compelling
insight into Shackleton's first ventures into Antarctica, new, A$35.
248/101. (6169) Shackleton, Sir Ernest. Ernest Shackleton: The Heart of the Antarctic: Being the Story of the British Antarctic Expedition, 1907-1909. Carroll & Graf Publishers, NY, 1999. (fp1909). Facsimile reprint, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, maps and diagrams,
index, pp452, **Shackleton's own compelling chronicle of his first Antarctic Expedition, new, A$28.
248/102. (2774) Spencer Chapman, F. Memoirs of a Mountaineer: 'Helvellyn to Himalaya' and 'Lhasa, the Holy City'. Reprint Society,
London, 1945. Reprint, two books in one, small 8vo in fair d/w, plates, maps on boards, pp416, **the indefatigable Freddy Spencer Chapman who was lured to expeditioning and climbing as a young boy, good cond, A$30.
248/103. (2019) Vervoorn, Aat. Beyond the Snowline. Reed/McIndoe, Sydney/Dunedin, 1981. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, messy title page (ex
pers lib plate removed), plates, maps on boards, pp156, **a record of the experiences of a group of climbers in Australia, NZ, America, Europe
and the Antarctic, good cond, A$26.

Military Biography
248/104. (8661) Austin, Ron. The Courtneys: A Victorian Military Family. Slouch Hat Publications, Victoria, 2010. 1st ed, large 8vo in
d/w, colour and b/w plates, abbreviations, biblio, chapter notes, pp200, **military service was a tradition for the Courtney family through
four generations. 'Courtney's Post' on Gallipoli was named for LtCol Richard Courtney of the 14th Bn, AIF. His brother also served on Gallipoli and
two doctor brothers served in WW2, new, A$45.
248/105. (3915) Bowden, Tim. One Crowded Hour: Neil Davis, Combat Cameraman 1934-1985. Cornstalk, Sydney, 1995. Reprint, 8vo
in d/w, plates, index, **Neil Davis was an exceptionally brave and resourceful war cameraman who was tragically killed in the streets of Bangkok
in 1985 during an abortive coup, vg cond, A$28.
248/106. (5483) Butler, D, Argent, A. & Shelton, J. The Fight Leaders: A Study in Australian Battlefield Leadership - Green, Hassett
and Ferguson, 3RAR, Korea. AMH Publications, Sydney, 2002. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, biblio, glossary, appendices, index, pp178, **the story of leadership within the Australian Army and in particular during WW2 and Korea. During a 12 month period in Korea
3RAR had three battalion commanders; Green was KIA; Ferguson sacked (still debated) and Hassett went on to great things, new, A$35.
248/107. (9249) Cosgrove, General Peter. My Story. Harper Collins, Sydney, 2006. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, colour and b/w plates,
glossary, index, pp458, **Peter Cosgove won a very good Military Cross as a Platoon Commander in Vietnam and went on to command the Defence Force. His efforts in East Timor guaranteed his shooting star, he then headed up the Australian War Memorial and onto Govern General before
retirement, vg cond, A$28.
248/108. (7319) Coulthard-Clark, Chris. Without Peer: Sir William Clarkson, KBE, CMG (1859-1934), Engineer Vice-Admiral, Royal
Australian Navy. The Warren Centre, Sydney, 2002. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, signed by the author, plates, biblio, index, pp98, **Clarkson
spent 25 years running the engine room of Sth Australia's only warship. But in 1905 his career took off - becoming the Third Naval Member of the
Naval Board which administered the new Royal Australian Navy. By 1910 he was a Rear-Admiral and knighted by 1918, vg cond, A$45.
248/109. (4621) Facey, A.B. A Fortunate Life. Viking (Penguin) Books, Melbourne, 1984 (fp1981). 1st fully illustrated ed, large roy. 8vo
in decorated d/w, pp342, **an unforgettable classic in Australian writing, told by a man who battled and won against impossible odds, vg cond
and now hard to find, A$42.
248/110. (1121) Fearnside, G.H. & Clift, DCM, Ken. Dougherty: A Great Man Among Men: A Biography of MajGen Sir Ivan
Dougherty, KtCBE, DSO & Bar. (AIF) Alpha Books, Sydney, 1979. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, index, pp212, **Dougherty commanded the 21 Bde in Balikpapan Borneo at the end of the war. He was revered by his troops as one of the best commanders Australia fielded in
WW2, vg cond and now quite scarce, A$45.
248/111. (7595) Hibberd, Dominic. Wilfred Owen: A New Biography. Weidenfeld & Nicholson, Lobndon, 2002. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/
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w, plates and maps, appendices, biblio, index, pp424, **the war poet Wilfred Owen was Killed in Action in 1918 aged 25. Only 5 of his poems
had been published. Yet he became one of the most popular poets of the 20th century. Here then is the full story of his short life, vg cond, A$42.
248/112. (5745) Hill, A.J. Chauvel of the Light Horse: A Biography of General Sir Harry Chauvel, GCMG, KCB. MUP, Melbourne,
1978. 1st ed, 8vo in sl bumped d/w, plates, (colour portrait in frontis), maps, chapter references, biblio, nomonal roll of a select list of
officers, index, pp265, ** Chauvel started as a Brigade Commander on Gallipoli, then commanded the 1st Div in 1916 and then the ANZAC
Mounted Div in 1917 in Palestine. He commanded a Corps of Light Horse named the Desert Column and then the Desert Mounted Corps; a great
soldier, vg cond and scarce in 1st ed, A$125.
248/113. (8970) Holmes, Richard. Marlborough: England's Fragile Genius. Harper Press, London, 2008. 1st ed, thick 8vo in protected
d/w, signed by the author, colour plates, maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp564, **John Churchill, the 1st Duke of Marlborough was
arguably Britain's greatest soldier before Wellington. He became a master of strategy, tactics and logistics and fought the big battles of Blenheim,
Ramillies, Oudenarde and Malplaquet, vg cond, A$55.
248/114. (4170) Horner, D.M. (ed). The Commanders: Australian Military Leadership in the 20th Century. George Allen & Unwin,
Sydney, 1984. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, index, source notes, **from Bridges to Wilton, some good some bad, vg cond, A$28.
248/115. (10984) Jackson, Robert. Douglas Bader: A Biography. Arthur Baker, London, 1983. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates,
index, pp170 **the amazing Douglas Bader who lost both legs in WW2. When he recovered and, fitted with prosthetic legs, went right back to flying
Spitfires. He was shot down and encarcerated in Colditz prison and, because he was always trying to escape, they confiscated his legs, what a man!!
Vg cond, A$85.
248/116. (11149) Kienzle, Robyn. The Architect of Kokoda: Bert Kienzle - The Man Who Made the Kokoda Trail. Hachette, Sydney,
2011. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates and map, index, pp338, **the story of Bert Kienzle and his remarkable efforts in establishing the
Kokoda Trail (Track) in WW2, vg cond, A$26.
248/117. (10257) Kieza, Grantlee. Monash: The Soldier Who Shaped Australia. ABC Books/Harper Collins, Sydney, 2015 1st ed, thick
8vo in d/w, colour and b/w plates, endnotes, biblio, index, pp714, **the latest bio on our great soldier John Monash, new, A$42.
248/118. (10143) McMullin, Ross. Will Dyson: Australia's Radical Genius. Scribe, Melbourne, 2006. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, profusely
illustrated, biblio, chapter notes, index, pp448, **an updated and comprehensively rewritten book based on a biography of Will Dyson that was
published in 1984 (A&R). Hardly a paragraph remains unaltered. Dyson was our first official War Artist in WW1, vg cond, A$40.
248/119. (11153) Millard, Candice. Hero of the Empire: The Boer War, a Daring Escape and the Making of Winston Churchill. Doubleday, NY, 2016. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, maps on inside boards, chapter botes, biblio, index, pp381, **the remarkable story of the
making of the great Winston Churchill, as new cond, A$40.
248/120. (11148) O'Brien, Hugh. Undaunted: From Clearance Diver to Mercenary. An Australian Man's Life on the Edge. Ebury
Press, Sydney, 2014. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, colour plates, abbreviations, index, pp324, **the life of Hugh 'Obie' O'Brien in both
the RAN Clearance Diving Branch and the Counter terrorist Team (TAG East) and his next incarnation as a mercenary, vg cond, A$28.
248/121. (11217) Parry Evans, Tom. Squadron Leader Tommy Broom, DFC and Two Bars: The Legendary Pathfinder Mosquito Navigator. Pen & Sword Aviation, UK, 2011 (fp2007). Reprint, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, apendices, biblio, index, pp192, **Tommy
Broom was one of the RAF's most legendary and popular heroes of WW2 flying 83 combat missions, new, A$36.
248/122. (11048) Tough, David. 212 Soldiers for the Queen: Fijians in the British Army 1961-1997. Barallier Books, Victoria, 2018. 1st
ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, appendices (A to K) make up the pen-pictures of each person, foot notes, biblio, index, pp360, **212 Fijian
men and women across the racial divide and answered the call in 1961 to bolster the ranks of the British Army. Appendix 'F' is titled 'The Gentlemen From Hereford' - detailing the 7 who served with 22SAS Regt incl TAKAVESI, MM, VAKATALAI, and Tom Morrell, GM. Labalaba was
KIA at the battle of Mirbat in the Middle East, heroes all, new, A$55.
248/123. (6324) Wray, Christopher. Sir James Whiteside McCay: A Turbulent Life. Oxford Uni Press, Melbourne, 2002. 1st ed, 8vo in
d/w, plates, maps, source notes, biblio, index, pp280, **the enigma that was Sir James Whiteside McCay. Minister for Defence in 1903, he led a
Brigade with his walking stick; was Chief of Intelligence and mentored the great Monash - but he became the 'most disliked general' - this book clears
up the mystery, new, A$38.

Military General
248/124. (372) Atkinson, J.J. The Kapyong Battalion: Medal Roll of the 3rd Battalion, The Royal Australian Regiment, Battle of
Kapyong, Korea, 24 April 1951 NSW Mil. Hist. Soc., 1971. 1st, small 8vo, printed boards, maps and plates, full roll, citations for gallantry medals, **full rolls incl regimental numbers, decorations and fates, slight foxing in prelims else vg cond and becoming scarce A$80.
248/125. (8154) Blackwell, Philip. Australian Army Unit Colour Patches 1987-2008: A Guide to Usage in the Modern Australian Army. AMHP, Sydney, 2008. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, colour illustrations, b/w & colour plates, biblio, index, pp98, **following
on from the great work done by Keith Glyde, an excellent modern reference (every unit once again has its own colour patch which is a great thing),
new, A$25.
248/126. (11185) Canterbury, Dave. Bush Craft 101: A Field Guide to the Art of Wilderness Survival. Adams Media, USA, 2014. 1st
ed? Small 8vo in card covers, profusely illustrated, appendices, index, pp256, **a very useful book detailing survival and self-reliance methods
in the bush, new, A$32.
248/127. (11081) Clutterbuck, Richard. The Long, Long War: The Emergency in Malaya 1948-1960. Cassell & Co, London, 1967. 1st ed,
8vo in protected d/w, inscr. in fep, appendices, biblio, index, pp206, **this is the first full account of an 'emergency' which lasted longer than
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both world wars in which the British gave a brilliant lead to the free world in proving methods to defeat communist aggression, musty else good
cond, A$55.
248/128. (3795) Fielding, Jean and Robert O'Neill. A Select Bibliography of Australian Military History 1891-1939. ANU, Canberra,
1978. 1st ed, large 8vo in card covers, desk-top published, further biblio notes loosly inserted, glossary, pp351, **one of the early authorative bibliography of unit histories - now out of date, vg cond and hard to find, A$65.
248/129. (10321) Gallaway, Jack The Last Call of the Bugle: The Long Road to Kapyong. UQP, Brisbane, 1994. 1st ed, small 8vo in
card covers, plates and maps, appendices, endnotes list 3RAR casualties, biblio, index, pp312, **a series of graphic and comprehensive eyewitness accounts in the Korean War, good cond, A$24.
248/130. (11161) Glubb, Brigadier John Baggott, CMG, DSO, OBE, MC. The Story of the Arab Legion. Hodder & Stoughton, London,
1956 (fp1948). 4th impr, large 8vo in shelf-worn blue buckram, sepia plates, maps, index, pp371, **the Arab Legion was formed in 1921
after the successes of the Arab Army under Feisal and T.E. Lawrence against the Ottoman Turks in WW1, generally good cond, A$36.
248/131. (10486) Gould, Tony. Imperial Warriors: Britain and the Gurkhas. Granta Books, London, 1999. 1st ed, thick 8vo in protected
d/w, plates and maps, references, index, pp480, **the hill-warriors from Nepal have served the British and Indian governments for nearly 200
years, seeing action in all major conflicts in that time. vg cond, A$45.
248/132. (4177) Hastings, Max & Jenkins, Simon. The Battle for the Falklands. Michael Joseph, London, 1983. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w,
plates, index, appendices, Brit order of battle, index, pp384, **considered the definitive version of the Falklands War, vg cond, A$28.
248/133. (11040) Head, Michael. Calling Out the Troops: The Australian Military Forces and Civil Unrest. Federation Press, Sydney,
2009. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, chapter notes, index, pp245, **in 2006 Legislation was passed giving the Australian Gevernment
and the CDF explicit peacetime powers to call-out the troops ranging from 'domestic violence' and events of 'Commonwealth interest' such as
threats to political and economic stability, vg cond, A$24.
248/134. (9819) Hughes, Ben. They Shall Not Pass: The British Battalion at Jarama, the Spanish Civil War. Osprey Publishing, UK,
2011. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, colour & b/w plates, appendices show Order of Battle, chapte notes, biblio, index, pp272, **in 1937 a
small group of idealistic British volunteers sailed from England to Spain to join the war against Franco. They became the British Battalion, a part of
the International Brigades, new, A$32.
248/135. (8795) Jackson, Gabriel (ed). The Spanish Civil War. New York Times/Quadrangle Books, Chicago, 1972. 1st ed, 8vo in green
cloth, biblio, index, pp212, **a collection of reports as it happened during the most unsavoury Spanish blood bath 1936-39, good cond, A$26.
248/136. (8029) Leckie, Neil. Country Victoria's Own: 150-Year History of 8th/7th Battalion, Royal Victoria Regiment and its Predecessors 1858-2008. AMHP, Sydney, 2008. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, appendices, biblio, index, pp352, **traces the history of the Ballarat infantry and the units in major cities and towns of country Victoria. In essence it shows the links between all the towns and the military history
of northern and western Victoria, new, A$48.
248/137. (6550) Lee, Colonel J.E. DSO, MC. Duntroon: The Royal Military College of Australia 1911-1946. AWM, Canberra, 1952. 1st
ed, 8vo in dark blue cloth (lacks d/w), plates (colour frontis of the Colours), plates, appendices, full rolls incl NZ members, index,
pp293, **a good, tight copy of this scarce book, gen good cond, A$34.
248/138. (9749) Main, Jim & Allen, David. Fallen: The Ultimate Heroes: Footballers Who Never Returned From War. Crown Content,
Melbourne, 2002. 1st ed, large folio size in d/w, fully illustrated, index, pp358, **a remarkable listing of 115 Australian Rules footballers who
paid the ultimate sacrifice in the Boer War (2), WW1 (67) and WW2 (46) including Ron Barassi (Snr) and Bluey Truscott, DFC & Bar, vg cond,
A$48.
248/139. (3451) McCormack, Gavan. Cold War, Hot War: An Australian Perspective on the Korean War. Hale and Iremonger, Sydney, 1983. 1st ed, 8vo in card covers, inscr in fep, plates, maps, index, pp191, **an interesting first hand account of the Korean stoush, good
cond, A$25.
248/140. (8617) Molan, Major-General Jim. Running the War in Iraq: An Australian General, 300,000 troops, the Bloodiest Conflict of
Our Time. Harper Collins Books, Sydney, 2008. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, colour plates, alpha cast of characters, pp358, **a gripping insider's account of what modern warfare entails, vg cond, A$26.
248/141. (6353) Moore, Darren. Duntroon: A History of the Royal Military College of Australia, 1911-2001. AHU/AMHP, Canberra/
Sydney, 2001. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w, plates and illus, colour photos on inside covers, full nominal rolls, source notes, biblio, index,
pp608, **the most up-to-date history of Duntroon, vg cond, A$85.
248/142. (10328) O'Balance, Edgar. Korea: 1950-1953. Faber & Faber, London, 1969. 1st ed, large 8vo (lacks d/w), maps,appendices,
biblio, index, pp171, **a broad outline review of the Korean War by one of America's better war historians, vg cond, A$25.
248/143. (6020) Parker, John. The Gurkhas: The Inside Story of the World's Most Feared Soldiers. Headline Publishing, London, 2005
(fp1999). Reprint, large 8vo in d/w, plates, line diagram of Brigade of Gurkhas 1999, Battle Honours (27 VCs), biblio, index, pp276,
**their motto is 'Better to Die than be a Coward' - feared fighters over two centuries in British service. Unfortunately the British Government has
now decided there is no future for these fabulous fighting men, vg cond, A$36.
248/144. (7911) Pears, Maurie. Battlefield Korea: The Korean Battle Honours of the Royal Australian Regiment 1950-1953. AMHP/
AHU, Sydney, 2007. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, colour and b/w plates, colour and b/w maps, full citation of all decorations awarded
including US Presidential Unit Citation to 3RAR for Kapyong, full roll of all MIDs, biblio, index, pp129, **there were 1,584 Australian
casualties in the Korean War of which 240 were Killed in Action; this book fills in plenty of the gaps in our knowledge. The author served in 1 and 3
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RARs winning the Military Cross, new cond, A$48.
248/145. (2180) Pope, Brian. & Haynes, Bruce. Western Australia: The Forces, Prisoner of War, and Censor Mail. The Western Australian Study Group, Perth, 1997. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w, profusely illus, appendices, lists ships at Albany and Fremantle from 1826
and WA contingents to the Boer War 1899-1902, biblio, index, pp851, **an enormous work of some significance in military philatelic, vg cond
and now scarce, A$125.
248/146. (10305) Ramage, Gary (pix) and Breen, Bob (text) Through Aussie Eyes: Photographs of the Australian Defence Force in
Somalia 1993. Dept of Defence, Canberra, 1994. 1st ed, large folio-sized hard back in protected d/w, ex lib, fully illustrated, nominal
roll, pp150, **the official account of Op SOLACE Somalia 1993. This was the largest deployment overseas since 1RAR deployed to South Vietnam
in 1965. SOLACE was an operation to secure the Baidoa Humanitarian Relief Sector and lasted for 4 months, vg cond, A$60.
248/147. (11208) Robinson, Stephen. The Blind Strategist: John Boyd and the American Art of War. Exile Publishing, NSW, 2021. 1st
ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates and maps, extensive biblio, chapter notes, index, pp **the story of how John Boyd, America’s most
famous and influential military theorist after WW2 was seduced by the lies of Hitler’s defeated generals. Boyd’s theories became the basis of American military doctrine (maneuver warfare). new, A$45.
248/148. (11166) Ross, A.T. Armed and Ready: The Industrial Development and Defence of Australia 1900-1945. Turton & Armstrong, Sydney, 1995. 1st ed, small 4to in card covers, b/w plates, chapter notes, index, pp436, **Ausralia's capabilities in industry, science
and technology were key factors in WW2. This book challenges the long-held beliefs about Australia's preparedness for war with Japan, vg cond,
A$34.
248/149. (10329) Salmon, Andrew. To the Last Round: The Epic British Stand on The Imjin River, Korea 1951. Aurum Press, London, 2009. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp382, **the fateful defence of the Imjin River in April
1951 by the 29th Inf Bde still remains the most desperate and costly British battle since WW2, VG COND, A$38.
248/150. (8426) Seciu, Peter (with Stuart Bates). Military Sun Helmets of the World. Authors, USA & Melbourne, 2009. 1st ed, 4to in
laminated boards, full colour pictorial, appendix, biblio, pp93, **the Sun Helmet (or Pith as we know it) was a practical addition to the soldiers
uniform and accoutrements. Still in use today it saw action all over the world in both World Wars and used by the NVA in Vietnam; an excellent
reference for uniform collectors and historians, new, A$28.
248/151. (9712) Smith, Alan H. Gunners in Borneo: Artillery During Confrontation 1962-1966. RAA Historical Co, Sydney, 2008. 1st
ed, large 8vo in laminated, illustrated boards, plates, colour & b/w maps and diagrams, appendices, nominal roll of 102 Battery, RAA,
on 14 May 1965, biblio, map list, index, pp184, **the story of the use of artillery by FARELF forces in Borneo during 'confrontation' with Indonesia with an emphasis on 102 Battery RAA, new cond, A$45.
248/152. (6827) Smith, LtCol, Neil C. Home By Christmas: With the Australian Army in Korea 1950-56. Mostly Unsung, Melbourne,
1990. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, signed by the author (white-out in prelims), plates and maps, narrative wih full rolls of all who served,
honours and awards, biblio, pp279, **this book addresses an often neglected war. It goes part of the way towards ensuring that Australia does not
forget the Korean War and especially those who served and those who never returned, vg cond and now hard to find, A$65.
248/153. (6298) Sun-Tzu (a new translation by Ralph D. Sawyer) The Art of War. Barnes & Noble, USA, 1994. A modern reprint of the
ancient text, 8vo in d/w, notes, biblio, glossary, index, pp375, **the Art of War was originally intended as a set of principles designed to maximise the chances for military victory and national survival and minimise the chances of military defeat and human loss. This new translation distinguishes itself from many of its predecessors by its insistence that the Art of War is, first and foremost, a work of military strategy, vg cond and
hard to find in hard-back, A$45.
248/154. (11099) Wilson, Graham. Accomodating the King's Hard Bargain: Military Detention in the Australian Army 1914-1947. Big
Sky, Sydney, 2016. 1st ed, lare 8vo in protected d/w, plates, appendices, endnotes, biblio, index, pp704, **the gritty story of military detention and punishment dating from colonial times, as new cond, A$48.

Napoleonic, Crimean and Victorian Eras
248/155. (9889) Anglo, Michael. Custer: Man & Myth. Jupiter Books Ltd, London, 1976. 1st ed, large 4to in protected d/w, ex lib, fully
illustrated in colour & b/w, pp144, *in June 1876, *the battle of the Little Big Horn and the massacre of Major-General George Custer and five
companies of the 7th U'S' Cavalry by Sitting Bull and his Sioux warriors was the last great victory of the Red Indian over the White Man, good
cond, new cond, A$28.
248/156. (9066) Berton, Pierre. Flames Across the Border, 1813-1814. McClelland & Stewart, Toronto, 1983 (fp1981). 3rd printing, large
8vo in protected d/w, plates and maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp492, **Berton's second volume in the 1813-14 war between Canada
and the USA. The US burned the Toronto Parliament building down and the Canadians burned down the American White House; a savage 'little'
stoush which defined the present day borders, vg cond, A$26.
248/157. (9014) Blake, Gregory. To Pierce the Tyrant's Heart: The Battle for the Eureka Stockade, 3 December 1854. AMHP, Sydney,
2009. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, superior paper, plates, extensive biblio, appendices contain rolls of protagonists, index, pp242, **the epic
account of the battle for the Eureka Stokade on the Ballarat goldfield in 1854, an iconic moment in Australia's history. It was a battle between British
soldiers with Victorian colonial police and insurgent gold miners. The battle lasted a mere 20 minutes and 40 insurgent goldminers and 18 soldiers
and police lay dead, new, A$35.
248/158. (6097) Chamberlain, Max & Droogleever, Robin. (eds) The War With Johnny Boer: Australians in the Boer War, 1899-1902.
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AMHP, Sydney, 2003. 1st ed, roy. 8vo in illus boards, plates and maps, glossary, biblio, appendices list units deployed, index, pp631,
**possibly the most complete history of Australian forces at the Boer War. An outstanding contribution to our Boer War history, new, A$65.
248/159. (10971) Crane, David. Went the Day Well? Witnessing Waterloo. Alfred A. Knopf, NY, 2015. 1st US ed, large 8vo in d/w,
colour plates, maps, reference notes, biblio, index, pp366, **an hour-by-hour chronicle that starts the day before the battle 18 June 1815, vg
cond, A$42.
248/160. (5465) Dallas, Gregor. The Final Act: The Roads to Waterloo. Henry Holt & Co, NY, 1996. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w, plates,
maps, source notes, massive biblio, index, pp544, **a very detailed account of the dramas leading up to and during the battle of Waterloo, new
cond, A$38.
248/161. (11000) Davey, Arthur (ed). Breaker Morant and the Bushveldt Carbineers. Van Riebeek Society, Cape Town, 1987. 1st ed,
large 8vo in protected d/w, plate tipped in at frontis., plates, map, full nominal roll of the BVC, index, pp238, **an exhaustive study of
what occurred in the BVC leading up to the Breaker's execution, vg cond and unusual, A$75.
248/162. (6307) Dennison, Walter. Booklet - A Short History of 63rd of Foot in Western Australia, 1829-1833. Author, Perth, 1979. 1st
ed, small 8vo card-covered booklet, illus, rolls, pp28, **one of the only records of the 63rd Regiment in the Swan Colony, new cond, A$24.
248/163. (8817) Elting, John R. Swords Around a Throne: Napoleon's Grande Armee. Phoenix Giant, London, 1997 (fp1989). Reprint,
large trade 8vo in card covers, maps & plates, chapter notes, vast biblio, index, pp769, **few Armies have left as great and enduring a legend
as Napoleon's Grande Armee. In existence for only a decade, this powerful weapon, numbering at its peak over 1 million soldiers, swiftly conquered
vast territories across Europe and threatened to overrun more (till Wellington), vg cond, A$25.
248/164. (11163) Green, Elsa Goodwin. Raiders and Rebels in South Africa. Books of Rhodesia, Bulawayo, 1976 (fp1898). Facsimile
reproduction ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, index, pp213, **the author was a keen observer, writer, artist and nurse and it was as a
nurse she observed and tended to the survivors of the Jameson Raid in 1895 and the Matabele and Mashona Rebellions in 1896, vg cond and uncommon, A$46.
248/165. (4035) Howarth, David. A Near Run Thing: The Day of Waterloo. History Book club, London, 1971 (fp1968). Reprint, large
8vo in sl worn d/ws, colour and b/w plates & maps, index, pp238, **a description of the battle as the soldiers saw, heard and felt. Based on 18
principal eye-witness accounts and a large number of letters, gen good cond A$30.
248/166. (3989) Huxley, Elspeth. Florence Nightingale. Chancellor Press, London, 1975. Reprint, large Roy. 8vo in d/w, illustrated edition, biblio, index, pp254, **the brilliant Florence Nightingale, the 'ministering angel of Scutari'. Rated together with the inventors of antiseptics
and chloroform as the three persons most responsible for the relief of human suffering in the 19th c, vg cond, A$36.
248/167. (9820) Merriman, John. The Dynamite Club: How a Bombing in Fin-de-Siecle Paris Ignited the Age of Modern Terror. JR
Books, London, 2009. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp259, **the Dynamite Club was a band of workers, intellectuals and radicals who embraced anarchy as an idealogical tool to overthrow the state. They planted bombs in public places, targetted civilians and
assassinated the French President, new cond, A$28.
248/168. (8386) Narbeth, Colin. Admiral Seymour's Expedition and Taku Forts 1900. Picton Publishing, UK, 1980. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w,
plates, full medal rolls of ships involved in the Expedition, pp88, **the China Campaign 1900 - fanatical Boxers rising with the avowed intention of expelling foreigners from China. The race by an international force to relieve the Legations in Peking and the desperate struggle to gain control
of the Taku Forts, vg cond and uncommon, A$25.
248/169. (9645) Richards, D.S. Conflict in the Crimea: British Redcoats on Russian Soil. Pen & Sword Military, UK, 2006. 1st ed, large
8vo in d/w, plates & map, biblio, index, pp211, **the Crimean War between Britain and her Allies and the Russians endured for three years but
very little is remembered. This book is the story of that grim campaign which was hard won but did little to ensure peace and stability in the region,
as new cond, A$46.
248/170. (5546) Silver, Lynette Ramsay. Australia's Irish Rebellion: The Battle of Vinegar Hill, 1804. The Watermark Press, Sydney
2002 (fp1983). Revised and expanded edition, large 8vo in card covers, plates, rolls of participants, source notes, index, pp250, **the story
of botched mini-rebellions, failed escape attempts, mutiny, wild rumours, conspiracies, betrayals and personal tragedy. A revelation of the lives of the
key rebels and their enemies against a background of Irish politics in the colonial period, good cond, A$25.
248/171. (9469) Uffindell, Andrew. The Eagle's Last Triumph: Napoleon's Victory at Ligny, June 1815. Greenhill Books, London, 2006.
1st ed? Large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, maps, end notes, extensive bib lio, appendices, index, pp272, **Napoleon won his final victory
(against Blucher's Prussians) on 16 June 1815 at Ligny two days before suffering a crushing defeat at Waterloo. A vivid military epic, vg cond,
A$35.
248/172. (9143) Urban, Mark. Fusiliers: Eight Years with the Redcoats in America. Faber & Faber, London, 2007. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/
w, plates and maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp384, **from Lexington Green in 1775 to Yorktown in 1781, one British regiment marched
thousands of miles and fought a dozen battles to uphold British rule in America: the Royal Welch Fusiliers, as new cond, A$30.
248/173. (3986) Wallace, R.L. The Australians at the Boer War. AWM, Canberra, 1976. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, ex lib, plates, index,
biblio, **considered one of the most authoritative books on Australia's involvement in the Boer War (1899-1902), vg cond and hard to find, A$85.
248/174. (53) Wieck, George F. The Volunteer Movement in Western Australia 1861-1903. Paterson Brokensha, Perth. nd? 1st ed, small
8vo in card covers, illus, pp88, appendices list all units raised in the period and Commandants from 1855 to 1905, **Colonel George Wieck
was a famous military leader, historian and collector in WA, new cond and becoming scarce, A$42.
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Naval
248/175. (11097) Baldock, Tim. Fortress Fremantle: Its Lost Sub & Contribution to World War 2. Baldock Family Trust, Fremantle,
2018. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, biblio, pp143, **Fremantle was the base for US, British and Dutch submarines in WW2. One of the
US subs USS BULLHEAD was lost on operations from Fremantle harbour in August 1945. A useful overview of life in the harbour city during
WW2, new, A$28.
248/176. (9126) Bancroft, Arthur (with John Harman). Arthur's War. Viking, Victoria, 2010. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, signed by
the author, plates and maps, index, pp307, **Arthur 'Blood' Bancroft was sunk twice - firstly in HMAS PERTH which was sunk in the Battle of
Sunda Strait 28 Feb-1 Mar 1942 and again in the RAKUYO MARU sunk by USN submarine on its way to Japan. Between sinkings he endured
great privation as a POW for 3 years, vg cond, A$45.
248/177. (10425) Cox, Jeffrey R. Rising Sun, Falling Skies: The Disasterous Java Sea Campaign of World War 2. Osprey, UK, 2014. 1st
ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, maps, chapter notes, biblio, index pp487, **an examination of the events and evidence surrounding the
Java Sea Campaign from poor leadership, fatal mistakes and missed opportunities vg cond, A$45.
248/178. (5533) Craven, John Pina. The Silent War: The Cold War Battle Beneath the Sea. Simon & Schuster, NY, 2001. 1st ed, 8vo in
d/w, plate in frontis, index, pp304, **the story of the deadly cat and mouse war. The author was chief scientist of the US Navy's Special Projects
Office, new, A$38.
248/179. (8693) Cunningham, LCDR I.J. RAN. Work Hard Play Hard: The Royal Australian Naval College 1913-1988. AGPS, Canberra,
1988. 1st ed, large 8vo in good d/w, profusely illustrated, appendices contain maps, diagrams and full rolls of all intakes and staff from
1913 to 1987, biblio, index, pp161, **HMAS CRESWELL is the Royal Australian Naval College situated at Jervis Bay NSW, vg cond and hard to
find, A$85.
248/180. (10371) Cunnington, Roger. Albany's A.N.Z.A.C Convoys. Digger Press, WA, 2014. 1st ed, small 4to in card covers, plates and
illus, signed by the author, end notes, biblio, index, pp176, **the story of the first two convoys that transported elements of the 1st AIF and
NZEF to the WW1 battlefields. They congregated in King George Sound Albany, vg cond A$48.
248/181. (10403) Doolan, Ken. HMAS TOBRUK: Warship For Every Crisis. Grinkle Press, NSW, 2007. 1st ed, large trade 8vo in card
covers, signed by the author to Adm, Phil Kennedy, profusely illustrated, foot notes, roll of Commanding Officers, index, pp157,
**TOBRUK was launched in 1980 the second RAN ship to be so named. She was scuttled in late June 2018. The author was her commissioning commanding officer, vg cond and not often seen, A$52.
248/182. (1275) Frame, Tom. Where Fate Calls: The HMAS VOYAGER Tragedy, 10 Feb 1964. Hodder & Stoughton, Sydney, 1992. 1st
ed, thick 8vo in d/w, plates & figure plots, biblio, source notes, full roll of Voyager's ship's company, pp447, **82 men died when HMAS
VOYAGER was rammed by HMAS MELBOURNE in Feb 1964 when she inexplicably crossed MELBOURNE's bow, vg cond, A$30.
248/183. (6655) Frame, Tom. The Shores of Gallipoli: Naval Aspects of the ANZAC Campaign. Hale & Iremonger, Sydney, 2000. 1st
ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, maps, biblio, chapter notes, index, pp256, **the RAN played a crucial role in the Gallipoli Campaign. The
outstanding achievement of the submarie AE2, the first Allied sub to penetrate the Dardanelles; the heroic work of the RAN Bridging Train and the
joint Turkish-Australian discovery of the sunken AE2 in 1998, vg cond, A$32.
248/184. (9186) Guilliatt, Richard & Hohnen, Peter. The WOLF: How One German Raider Terrorised Australia and the Southern
Oceans in the First World War. William Heinemann, Sydney, 2009. 1st Australian ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, maps and diagrams, biblio, chapter notes, index, pp366, **the WOLF was a formidable and ingenious commerce-raider. Her task was to inflict maximum destruction on Allied shipping using all the latest technology of warfare - torpedoes, mines, cannon, smokescreens and even a seaplane, vg cond, A$28.
248/185. (9002) Hore, Captain Peter. SYDNEY: Cipher and Search: Solving the Last Great Mystery of the Second World War. Seafarer
Books, UK, 2009. 1st ed, 8vo in card covers, colour and b/w plates, appendices, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp312, **the pride of the Royal
Australian Navy HMAS SYDNEY meets a lightly armoured German merchant raider and in the ensuing battle both ships are lost including the entire ship's company of SYDNEY. A great mystery? The author has decrypted the German coded accounts of the battle to determine what really happened, vg cond, A$28.
248/186. (10159) Lewis, Dr Tom and Ingram, Peter. Carrier Attack: Darwin 1942: The Complete Guide to Australia's Own Pearl Harbour. Avonmore Books, Adelaide, 2013. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, colour and b/w plates, colour maps, appendices, biblio, end
notes, index, pp368, **on 19 Feb 1942, a massive Japanese strike force, blooded at Pearl Harbour just weeks before, hit Darwin in the biggest Japanese air attack ever in the South Pacific. This book covers all the facts (and myths), an excellent reference, vg cond, A$42.
248/187. (5409) Lind, Lew. Toku Tai - Japanese Submarine Operations in Australian Waters. Kangaroo Press, Qld, 1992. 1st ed, 8vo in
d/w and mylar, plates, maps, appendices, index, pp160, **an account of the Japanese Special Attack Force in Australian waters in 1942-1943,
vg cond and now scarce, A$42.
248/188. (6915) Marcus, Alex. "DEMS? What's DEMS?". Boolarong, Brisbane, 1986. 1st ed, 4to in laminated boards, signed by T.J. Clark,
Seaman Gunner G/N H850 1991, profusely illus, appendices list all those RAN officers and ratings who served as DEMS, list of vessels
manned, biblio, index, pp209, **the story of the men of the RAN who manned defensively equipped merchant ships (DEMS) during WW2, vg
cond and very hard to find, A$75.
248/189. (8115) McAulay, Lex. The Battle of the Bismarck Sea, 3 March 1943. Banner Books, Qld, 2008. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, map,
appendices, glossary, biblio, index, pp262, **30 minutes that changed the balance of power in New Guinea. A battle for land forces, fought at sea,
won by air. new, A$34.
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248/190. (4164) Olson, Wes. Bitter Victory: The Death of the HMAS SYDNEY. UWA Press, Perth, 2000. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, illustrated
with plates, maps and drawings, index, biblio, pp431, **what did happen just off the WA coast on 19 November 1941? This is a compelling book
written by a dedicated SYDNEY historian Wes Olson and is a 'must' for avid naval collectors, vg cond, A$68.
248/191. (8832) Simpson, Colin. LUSITANIA. BCA, London, 1972. Book club ed, 8vo in protected d/w, plates, map, biblio, chapter
notes, index, pp295, **on 7 May 1915 the great Cunard liner LUSITANIA was torpedoed by the German sub U-20. She sunk off Kinsale Ireland
with the loss of 1201 men, women & children. There were, as usual, questions on what was the nature of her cargo; an intriguing story, vg cond,
A$26.
248/192. (10382) Smith, LtCol Neil C, AM. Australia's Bluejackets in German New Guinea 1914. Mostly Unsung, Melbourne, 2016. 1st
ed, 4to in card covers, signed by the author, plates and maps, full nominal roll, honours and awards, glossary, biblio, pp65, **the Naval
Expeditionary force was sent to German New Guinea to capture the radio station at Bita Paka as soon as war was declared. Whilst successful, 6 men
were KIA, new, A$32.
248/193. (4977) van der Vat, Dan. The Last Corsair: The Story of the EMDEN. Hodder & Stoughton, London, 1983. 1st ed, 8vo d/w,
plates, maps, index, pp205, **the EMDEN was destroyed by HMAS SYDNEY at Cocos Is in Aug 1914. The crew escaped by the schooner AYESHA in an epic voyage that made them and their captain Muller heroes in Germany, a very interesting story, sl foxing in fep else vg cond and
hard to find, A$45.

Special Forces and Airborne
248/194. (1684) Astill, Don. Commando White Diamond: Unit History of the 2/8 Australian Commando Squadron, Australia and
South-West Pacific 1942-1945. AMHP, Sydney, 1996. 1st ed, 4to in printed boards, plates and maps, index, nominal roll, honours and
awards, biblio, pp112, **the 2/8th served in Australia, New Guinea, New Britain an Bougainville, vg cond and scarce A$130.
248/195. (2710) Callinan, Bernard J. DSO, MC. Independent Company: The 2/2nd and 2/4th Australian Independent Companies in
Portuguese Timor, 1941-1943. William Heinemann, Melbourne, 1953, 1st ed, 8vo in card covers, roll of officers, plates and maps, index,
pp235, **Callinan was 2IC of the 2/2nd on Timor. An important book dealing with the events on Timor when the 2/2nd was cut off and fought a vigorous guerrilla war against the Japanese, vg cond, A$30.
248/196. (11236) Camp, Dick. Shadow Warriors: The Untold Stories of American Special Operations During World War 2. Zenith
Press, USA, 2013. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates and maps, biblio, index, pp246, **the formation of the OSS in 1942 to conduct
covert special operations and gather and analyse foreign intelligence, vg cond and uncommon here, A$36.
248/197. (10968) Carruthers, Bob. By Air to Battle: The Official History of the British Paratroops in World War 2. Pen and Sword Aviation, UK, 2012. (fp1945). Reprint, large 8vo in card covers, maps, pp235, **a compilation of primary accounts of airborne combat told by the
men who paticipated, new, A$32.
248/198. (1255) Clark, L.G. (Algy). MC. Bulldust Baffles Brains: A Different Look at Life in the Services. Marion Nixon, Perth, 1992.
2nd ed, 8vo in card covers, many illus (Rigby) and plates, pp152, **Lawrie (Algy) Clark won a good MC in Korea and went on to command the
Australian SAS twice, a most chequered career! vg cond, A$45.
248/199. (9103) Cleary, Paul. The Men Who Came Out of the Ground: A Gripping Account of Australia's First Commando Campaign:
Timor 1942. Hachette, Sydney, 2010. 1st ed, 8vo in card covers, plates, maps, appendices show the casualties of both 2/2nd company
and the 2/4th company, chapter notes, index, pp382, **the perilous year of 1942 saw the 100 men of 2/2nd Independent Company (Sparrow
Force) stranded on Timor. With little further help from Australia they waged a successful and legendary guerilla war against the Japanese, vg cond,
A$28.
248/200. (1175) Cowles, Virginia. The Phantom Major: The Story of David Stirling and the SAS. Collins, London, 1958 (fp1958). 2nd
impr, large 8vo in protected d/w (some loss to top of spine), foxing to end papers, portait of Stirling in frontis, maps and diagrams, appendix, index, pp320, **the story of the great David Stirling who conceived the SAS concept in North Africa in WW2. His legacy is still with us
today, gen good cond, A$45.
248/201. (5286) Doig, C.D. A History of the 2nd Independent Company and 2/2 Commando Squadron (AIF). Hesperian Press, Perth,
2009 (fp1986). Reprint, large folio, card covers, (with double red diamonds), ex library stamp in prelims (never been read), nominal
rolls, pp270, **Capt Colin Doig commanded 5 Section, B Platoon on Timor and in New Guinea and commanded A Troop in New Britain - a good
unit history from one who was there, vg cond and extremely scarce now, A$100.
248/202. (9831) Donaldson, Mark, VC. The Crossroad: A Story of Life, Death and the SAS. Macmillan, Australia, 2013. 1st ed, large 8vo
in protected d/w, plates, index, pp432, **the life story (so far) of the remarkable Mark Donaldson, VC who'se life before joining the SAS was a
rocky one and joining the great SASR with multiple tours of Afghanistan winning the VC on one of them. He was also wounded in action on a later
tour, a must read book, vg cond, A$45.
248/203. (11065) Gartner, John. The Fading Light: Memories of a Professional Soldier's Five Decades of War and Conflict in Africa,
Asia and the Middle East. Author, Perth 2019. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, signed by the author, plates, glossary, pp385, **the epic
journey of John Gartner in the Special Forces world. A great story, new, A$45.
248/204. (11184) Gilling, Tom. Bastard Behind the Lines A&U, Sydney, 2021. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates and map, biblio,
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index, pp247, **the extraordinary story of Jock McLaren's escape from Sandakan and his guerrilla war against the Japanese. What a man, teamed up
with Rex Blow to wreak havoc amongst the Japanese, new, A$36.
248/205. (8158) Harclerode, Peter. "Go To It": The Illustrated History of the 6th Airborne Division. Bloomsbury Publishing, London,
1990. 1st ed, 4to in good d/w, fully illustrated, biblio, pp192, **the British 6th Airborne Division was raised in 1943 and trained right up to
their first action: D-Day. In 1945 it fought in the 'Battle of the Bulge', the Crossing of the Rhine and the Baltic, vg cond, A$35.
248/206. (11246) Helliwell, Christine. SEMUT: The Untold Story of a Secret Australian Operation in WW2 Borneo. Michael Joseph/
Penguin/Random House, Australia, 2021. 1st ed, thick 8vo in card covers, signed by the author, plates and maps, glossary, endnotes,
appendix lists nominal roll of SOA/SRD operatives, biblio, index, pp562, **a detailed account of SEMUT 2 & 3s activites against the Japanese
in Borneo. They were greatly assisted by the local Ibans and Dyaks who led a brutal campaign on the Japanese. An excellent account of the war in
Borneo, new, A$45.
248/207. (11255) Hoare, Mike. Congo Mercenary. Paladin Press, USA, 2008 (fp1967). Reprint, trade 8vo in card covers, plates and maps,
appendices, index, pp318, **the true story of Hoare's mercenary army in the Congo war where they were called in by Tshombe to quell the uprising
and bring order to the Congo, as new cond, A$65.
248/208. (11254) Hoare, Mike. Congo Warriors. Paladin Press, USA, 2008 (fp1991). Reprint, trade 8vo in card covers, map, index, pp191,
**Colonel Mike Hoare commanded a unit of mercenary soldiers during the uprising in the Congo in 1964 and 1965, as new cond, A$65.
248/209. (7733) Hoare, Mike. The Seychelles Affair. Bantam Press, NY, 1986. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, inscr in fep, plates, index, pp207, **in
1981 the legendary mercenary commander Mike Hoare of Congo fame, led an ill-fated coup attempt against the Marxist regime of Albert Rene. They
were caught and tried in South Africa and spent 33 months in jail. A very detailed account of the buildup by Hoare himself, good cond, A$55.
248/210. (8295) Horner, David (with Neil Thomas). In Action With the SAS. A&U Sydney, 2009. An updated edition of 'Phantoms of
the Jungle', thus 1st in this form, trade 8vo in card covers, colour and b/w plates and maps, source notes, biblio, index, pp356, **includes
a new section 'the force of choice 1999-2000', nominal rolls of Borneo & Vietnam wars have been deleted, new, A$35.
248/211. (10222) James, Karl. Double Diamonds: Australian Commandos in the Pacific War, 1941-45. AWM/New South, Sydney,
2016. 1st ed, oblong 8vo in card covers, full narrative pictorial in colour and b/w, colour map, abbreviations list, chapter notes, biblio,
index, pp231, **an excellent pictorial of the activities of most of the Australian Commando Squadrons in the SW Pacific in WW2, new, A$45.
248/212. (7408) Jennings, Christian & Weale, Adrian. Green-Eyed Boys: 3 Para and the Battle for Mount Longdon. Harper Collins, London, 1996. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, maps and diagrams, chapter notes, extensive glossary, biblio, index, pp216, **the 'green-eyed
boys' title refers to a clique of junior soldiers in 3 Para who developed their own fantasy culture of aggressive elitism. They proved themselves in action
on 11/12 June 1982 at Mount Longdon at a cost of one quarter of their fighting strength; a rivetting story, vg cond and uncommon,, A$42.
248/213. (11233) Lefevre, Eric. Brandenburg Division: Commandos of the Reich Historie & Collections, Paris, 2000. (trans from the
French). 1st ed, large 8vo in card covers, plates, appendices incl Order of Battle, biblio, pp333, **the Brandenburgers were initially subordinated to the Abwehr, the German intelligence and counter-espionage agency of the Wehmacht. They spent a lot of time wearing the uniforms of the
Dutch, British, Yugoslavs or Soviets, tough men all, good cond, A$28.
248/214. (10252) Lewis, Damien. Churchill's Secret Warriors: The Explosive True Story of the Special Forces Desperadoes of WW2.
Quercus, London, 2014. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, biblio, appendices, citations (incl Anders Lassen's VC) index, pp402, **the
'mad men' of the British special forces efforts against the Germans the most notable being the great SAS/SBS Dane Anders Lassen, VC, MC (and two
Bars). Reviewed by Jim Truscott (RIP) (review loose in end pages), vg cond, A$28.
248/215. (315) Long, Bob. Z' Special Unit's Secret war - Operation Semut 1. Soldiering with the Head-hunters of Borneo. Author,
Perth, 1989. Reprint, thick 8vo in card covers, plates, maps, rolls, index, pp608, **an excellent account of operations in Borneo in WW2 with Z
Special's SEMUT 1 (ant), new, A$55.
248/216. (4312) Lord, Cliff & Tennant, Julian. ANZAC Elite: The Airborne and Special Forces Insignia of Australia and New Zealand.
IPL Books, NSW, 2000. 1st ed, 4to in printed boards, profusely illus in colour, biblio, pp160, **a well-documented volume on little known
insignia in Australia and NZ, as new and now scarce, A$45.
248/217. (11130) Malone, M.J. SIMMO: A Biography of Ray Simpson, VC, DCM. One of Australia's Greatest Soldiers. Imprimatur
Books, Perth, 2020. 1st card ed, large 8vo in wrap around card covers, signed by the author, colour plates and maps, footnotes, glossary,
appendices, biblio, index, pp266 ***the remarkable Ray Simpson, VC, DCM who was brought up in straigtened circumstances, found the Army to
be his home serving in WW2, the Korean War, Malaya and 5 years in Vietnam being severely wounded in action on his second tour in 1964, awarded
the VC in 1969, new, A$38.
248/218. (2418) McKay, Gary. Sleeping With Your Ears Open: On Patrol with the Australian SAS. Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1999. 1st
ed, 8vo in protected d/w, plates, index, biblio, pp307, **a very credible account of SAS on patrol in Borneo and Vietnam, new cond, A$75.
248/219. (10964) McKelvey, Ben. The Commando: The Life and Death of Cameron Baird, VC, MG. Hachette Australia, Sydney, 2017.
1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, colour plates, glossary, 2 Cdo honour roll, index, pp342, **Cpl Cameron Baird, VC, MG was killed in
action in the Khod Valley Afghanistan on 22 June 2013 whilst leading his assault team against the Taliban. This is a story of sacrifice, mateship and
bloody duty, vg cond, A$45.
248/220. (10969) Michelitti, Eric. Warriors from the Deep: The Extraordinary History of the Combat Swimmers. Histoire & Collections,
France, 2005. 1st ed, large 4to in illustrated boards, full colour layouts, biblio, pp207, **A compilation of French, German and Italian modernday swimmers and combat divers, new, A$45.
248/221. (11183) Moffitt, Anthony 'Harry'. Eleven Bats: A Story of Combat, Cricket and the SAS. A&U, Sydney, 2020. 1st ed, trade 8vo
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in card covers, colour plates, pp366, **got to be the best book written by an SAS soldier ever. Harry, your are a gem and long may you continue.
Maybe one day we will see the 11 Bats in the War Memorial for all to see, new, A$36.
248/222. (11207) Morris, Eric. Churchill's Private Armies: British Special Forces in Europe 1939-1942. Hutchinson, London, 1986. 1st
ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates and map, end notes, biblio, index, pp254, **Churchill's Private Armies recruited the best men available.
But they had to fight two wars - the first against a superbly professional German army, and the second against the Military Establishment who bitterly resented their unorthodox methods and even their right to exist, vg cond, A$35.
248/223. (7214) O'Connor, John. Australian Airborne: The History and Insignia of Australian Military Parachuting. Author, Sydney,
2005. 1st ed, large 4to in laminated boards, profusely illus in colour and b/w, rolls, lists, pp440, **a very detailed history of military parachuting in Australia including our efforts in WW2. The remarkable collection of colour plates is unique and a vital reference, vg cond, A$120.
248/224. (3087) Peniakoff, LtCol Vladimir, DSO, MC. (Popski). Private Army. Jonathan Cape, London, 1950. 1st ed, 8vo in brown cloth,
plates and fold-out maps, index, pp438, **'Popski' led a small 'private' army of Poles and other allies in raids against the Germans in North Africa in similar fashion to SAS and the LRDG, some foxing else gen good cond, A$60.
248/225. (2510) Pirie, Andy. Commando Double Black: An Historical Narrative of the 2/5th Independent Coy - 2/5th Commando Sqn.
AMHP, Sydney, 1996 (fp1994). Fully revised ed, large 8vo in slightly bumped but now protected d/w, signed and dedicated by the author 2001, plates, maps, full rolls, biblio, index, pp526, **the 2/5th Cdo Sqn served in the New Guinea campaign and later in Balikpapan, vg
cond and hard to find, A$150.
248/226. (6756) Ramsay Silver, Lynette (and Major Tom Hall). KRAIT: The Fishing Boat That Went to War. Sally Milner Pubs, Sydney,
1992. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, maps, nominal roll of crew and operatives, biblio, index, pp181, **the KRAIT became famous
as the fishing boat used on Operation JAYWICK, the first Z Special raid on Singapore Harbour, vg cond and scarce, A$36.
248/227. (2745) Reid-Daly, Lt Col R.F. CLM,DMM,MBE. Pamwe Chete : The Legend of the Selous Scouts. Covos-Day, Sth Africa, 2000.
Revised ed, thick 8vo in card covers, plates, maps, index, pp593, **'Pamwe Chete' is Shona for 'Together Only', the motto of one of Rhodesia's
most effective counter-insurgent units of the nasty Bush War, vg cond and now scarce, A$150.
248/228. (11060) Stiff, Peter. The Covert War: Koevoet Operations Namibia 1979-1989. Galago Publishing, RSA, 2004. 1st ed, small 4to
in d/w, colour plates, roll of honour, biblio, chapter notes, index, pp512, **Koevoet was formed in 1978 along the lines of Rhodesia's Selous
Scouts to fight SWAPO and other insurgencies in SWA/Namibia. In 10 years they had 1,615 contacts and killed or captured 3,225 enemy soldiers, vg
cond and now scarce, A$120.
248/229. (11265) Thomas, Leroy. Secret Techniques of the Elite Forces. Frontline Books, London, 2015 (fp2005). Reprint, trade 8vo in
card covers, plates, biblio, index, pp207, **all the techniques used by Special Forces units from selecting drop zones, jungle fighting, weapon handling, navigation and all the other gems, new, A$32.
248/230. (10642) Williams, Michael 'Wings'. Shooting from the Shadows: New Zealand Special Air Service: The 'Wings' Williams Story. John Douglas Publishing, NZ, 2019. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, colour and b/w plates, biblio, index, pp233, **'Wings' Williams served in
Borneo and Vietnam wit the NZ SAS. Although it's his story, he encompassed the stories of many others, new, A$85.
248/231. (4051) Williamson, Tony. Counter Strike Entebbe. Collins, London, 1976. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, index, maps, pp184, **Operation
THUNDERBOLT (or Jonathan) was the very successful raid into Entebbe Uganda in 1976 to rescue the hostages held by the Baader Meinhof, PLO
and PFLP terrorist gangs, vg cond, A$36.
248/232. (4669) Wright, Malcolm. If I Die: Coastwatching and Guerilla Warfare Behind Japanese Lines. Lansdowne Press, Melbourne,
1965. 1st ed, 8vo in protected d/w, plates, maps, pp192, **a vividly-told exciting story of Australians and New Guinea natives fighting side-byside against a common enemy, the Japanese - a great book, vg cond and very scarce, A$85.

Vietnam
248/233. (6797) Ayliffe, Keith R. & Posener, John M. Tracks of the Dragon: A History of Australian Locating Artillery. AMHP, Sydney,
2004. 1st ed, large 8vo in laminated boards, plates and diagrams, nominal roll of 131 Div Loc Bty in Sth Vietnam, index, pp339, **tracing
the history of artillery locating from WW1 to present day. Counter-battery fire relies on accurate and timely locating of the enemy's base-plate or gun
site, vg cond, A$65.
248/234. (6325) Blair, Anne. Ted Serong: The Life of an Australian Counter-Insurgency Expert. Oxford Uni Press, Melbourne, 2002. 1st
ed, 8vo in protected d/w, plates and maps, source notes, biblio, index, pp238, **Ted Serong was one of the most original and influential of the
Australian Army's planners in the post- WW2 period. He established the Jungle Training Centre in Canungra (with George Warfe) and led Australia's AATTV in Vietnam and much more, vg cond, A$75.
248/235. (5415) Breen, Bob. First to Fight: Australian Diggers, NZ Kiwis and US Paratroopers in Vietnam, 1965-66. Allen & Unwin,
Sydney, 1988. 2nd impr, 8vo in d/w, inscription in fep, plates, illustrations, nominal rolls of 1RAR Group, honours and awards, source
notes, biblio, index, pp316, **the story of 1RAR Group which fought as a part of the American 173rd Airborne Brigade; considered the first and last
truly ANZUS combat force to fight in war, good cond and scarce, A$110.
248/236. (9828) Cecil, Michael K. Mud & Dust: Australian Army Vehicles & Artillery in Vietnam. AWM/New Holland, Sydney, 2009.
1st ed, 4to in d/w, fully illustrated in colour and b/w, appendices, biblio, pp304, **over 60,000 Australians fought in the Vietnam war, our
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longest conflict till then, This is a summary of all of the various trucks, Landrovers, ambulances, heavy bulldozers, cranes, howitzers, armoured
fighting vehicles and other equipment in use, vg cond, A$65.
248/237. (11260) Channon, Lt. James B. The First Three Years: A Pictorial History of the 173D Airborne Brigade (separate) Brigade
Information Office, USA, nd? 1st ed, oblong 4to in thick green buckram with coloured insignia, fully illustrated in b/w, np? ** 173rd Airborne operated in War Zone D with 1 RAR and various other Allied units attached, vg cond and quite scarce, A$240.
248/238. (5970) Clark, Gregory R. (ed). Quotations on the Vietnam War. McFarland & Co, USA, 2001. 1st ed, large 4to in illus boards,
source notes, biblio, index, pp294, **the words of the famous, the non-famous, and the infamous alike, arranged by year from 1944 to 2000, new,
A$34.
248/239. (8292) Colman, Mike. Payne, VC: The Story of Australia's Most decorated Soldier of the Vietnam War. ABC Books, Sydney,
2009. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, glossary, index pp244, **Keith Payne, VC, AATTV was one of four recipients of the VC in Vietnam (Wheatley, Badcoe and Simpson, DCM the other three), vg cond A$30.
248/240. (1535) Coulthard-Clark, Chris. The RAAF in Vietnam, Australian Air Involvement in the Vietnam War 1962-65: (The Official
History of Australia's Involvement in SouthEast Asian Conflicts 1948-75) . Allen Unwin, Sydney, 1995. 1st ed, roy 8vo in d/w, superior paper, illus with plates, maps, index, source notes, append, list honours and awards & command appts, pp412. **Volume 4 of the Official History - covers every aspect of RAAF involvement in Vietnam from the Canberra bombers of 2 Sqn to the helicopters of 9 Sqn - excellent reference, vg cond, A$100.
248/241. (7932) Eather, Steve. Get the Bloody Job Done: The Royal Australian Navy Helicopter Flight-Vietnam and the 135th Assault
Helicopter Company 1967-1971. A&U, Sydney, 1998. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, appendices contain honour roll, unit
awards, nominal roll of RANHFV by contingent, notes, biblio, index, pp166, **the story of a small group of Australian naval pilots and sailors
who served with distinction in Vietnam, vg cond and now hard to find, A$55.
248/242. (4190) English, Michael C. The Riflemen: The Unit History of 3RAR in Vietnam 1971. AMHP, Sydney, 1999. 1st ed, 8vo in
printed boards, plates, index, biblio, nominal roll, honours and awards, pp192, **a unit history that fills the gap of unit histories from the Vietnam War, new, A$65.
248/243. (4324) Fall, Bernard B. The Two-Vietnams: A Political and Military Analysis. Frederick Praeger, NY, 1966. (fp1963) Sixth
printing, thick 8vo in protected d/w, maps, index, biblio, source notes, appendices, pp498, **one of the most comprehensive and far-reaching
studies ever made into the leaders, the peoples and the economies of both these regimes. An important political and military analysis. Fall was killed in
Vietnam not long after this, sl. shelf worn else good cond and becoming scarce, A$45.
248/244. (9148) Finger Lee, Sandra. Vietnam on Canvas: Ken McFadyen: An Artist at War. Barrallier Books, Victoria, 2010. 1st ed, oblong 8vo in d/w, superior art paper, colour & b/w plates, appendix, notes, index, pp144, **McFadyen was appointed Australia's Official
War Artist for Vietnam in 1967. He served a year in country attached to 2RAR during which time he completed 149 paintings and charcoal sketches
for the Australian War Memorial. He died in 1986 aged 66, new, A$45.
248/245. (5082) Grey, Jeffrey. Up Top: The Royal Australian Navy and Southeast Asian Conflicts 1955-1972. (The Official History of
Australia's Involvement in South-East Asian Conflicts 1948-1975). Allan & Unwin, Sydney, 1998. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w,
plates, maps and diagrams, index, endnotes, honours and awards, appendices, biblio, pp380, **Volume 7 in the Official Series. Covers all
naval involvement from the Strategic Reserve in the Malayan Emergency to CDT3 and the surface ships in Vietnam, good cond and hard to find,
A$160.
248/246. (5041) Hall, Robert A. Combat Battalion: The Eighth Battalion in Vietnam. Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 2000. 1st ed, 8vo in card
covers, b/w plates and maps, source notes, extensive biblio, index, pp308, **explores the life of Australian infantrymen of 8RAR in the Vietnam War, a good read, vg cond and now hard to find, A$42.
248/247. (8346) Ham, Paul. Vietnam: The Australian War. Harper Collins, Sydney, 2007. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w, plates, appendices,
source notes, biblio, index, pp814, **the Australian forces applied tactics a that were very different from those of the Americans. Guided by their
commanders experience of jungle combat in Malaya and Borneo, Australian troops operated with stealth, deception and restraint, an outstanding contribution to the history of our most controversial conflict, vg con, A$48.
248/248. (6926) Heard, Barry. Well Done Those Men: Memoirs of a Vietnam Veteran. Scribe Publications, Melbourne, 2005. 1st ed,
trade 8vo in card covers, pp290, **an intense personal account of a national Serviceman in the Vietnam War and the devastating effects it had on
him later. He served with 5 RAR and 7 RAR in 1969-70, new, A$25.
248/249. (11111) Henderson, Charles. Marine Sniper: 93 Confirmed Kills. The Great Carlos Hathcock. Berkley Books, NY, 2001
(fp1986). Reprint, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, biblio, pp315, **the great Carlos Hathcock stalked the enemy on their ground with 93 confirmed kills, vg cond, A$30.
248/250. (4238) Horner, David. The Gunners: A History of Australian Artillery. Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1995. 1st ed, thick 8vo in protected d/w, sl fading to the spine, plates, index, biblio, appendix lists the schedule of armament of the fixed defences of the Commonwealth 1903, pp564, **a major contribution to our understanding of the development of the Australian Army and the nation, vg cond, A$120.
248/251. (11013) Howell LtCol, MC (Retd), Tony. Jungle Green Shadows: Victor 2 Company, 2RAR/NZ (ANZAC) Battalion, 1967-1968.
JDP, Auckland, 2019. 1st ed, thick 8vo in protected d/w, colour and b/w plates, maps, nominal roll, honours and awards, casualty list,
index, pp470, **the Kiwis landed in Phuoc Tuy Province as an element of 2RAR/NZ (ANZAC) Battalion and into the thick of things. During the
TET Offensive in '68 they saw a lot of action, new, A$85.
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248/252. (11271) Madden, Michael C. Dasher: The Kevin Wheatley, VC Story. Big Sky, Sydney, 2021. 1st ed, large 8vo in card covers,
plates and maps, pp279, **'Dasher' Wheatley was some soldier, KIA in Vietnam on 13 Nov 1965 when he refused to leave his badly wounded offsider 'Butch' Swanton. The enemy closed in and killed them both. Dasher made them pay with two grenades as he lay dying, RIP Dasher and Butch,
new, A$42.
248/253. (7078) McAulay, Lex. The Battle of Long Tan: The Legend of ANZAC Upheld. Hutchinson, Melbourne, 1986. 1st ed, 8vo in vg
protected d/w, plates and maps, inscr, nominal roll of D Company 6 RAR at the battle, appendices, index, pp187, **on 18 Aug 196, D
Company 6RAR fought an overwhelming number of Viet Cong in the Long Tan rubber plantation losing 17 KIA but accounting for many hundreds
of the enemy. The OC Harry Smith was awarded an MC and Sgt Bob Buick the MM, vg cond and now hard to find, A$85.
248/254. (357) McAulay, Lex. The Battle of Coral: Fire Support Bases ‘Coral’ and ‘Balmoral’ May 1968. Hutchinson, Australia, 1988. 1st
ed, 8vo in protected, mint d/w, plates, maps and illus, index, appendices list Order of Battle of NVA, lists of patrol actions around FSB
Coral, list of Australians KIA in AO ‘Surfers’, the biggest unit level battle involving Australians in the Vietnam War, **a brilliant account by Lex
McAulay, a fine writer on Vietnam, vg cond and now scarce, A$60.
248/255. (4858) McAulay, Lex. The Fighting First: Combat Operations in Vietnam 1968-69, The First Battalion, the Royal Australian
Regiment. Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1991. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w and mylar, plates, maps, index, appendices, full nominal roll, casualty list,
pp293, **1RAR's second tour of South Vietnam covering the Battle of Coral & Balmoral (May 1968) and many other operations during their tour of
duty, excellent unit history, vg cond and scarce, A$125.
248/256. (5047) McKay, Gary, MC and Nicholas, Graeme. Jungle Tracks: Australian Armour in Vietnam. Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 2001.
1st ed, 8vo in card covers, plates, maps, biblio, source notes, index, pp325, **a skilfull assembly of Australian Armoured Corps soldier's personal memories and experiences in the Vietnam War, vg cond and hard to find, A$40.
248/257. (5022) McNeill, Ian. To Long Tan: The Australian Army and the Vietnam War 1950-1966. Allen & Unwin/AWM, Canberra,
1993. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, diagrams, graphs, appendices, biblio, substantial end-notes, index, pp614, **the second volume of the Official History of Australia's involvement in Southeast Asian Conflicts 1948-1975, vg cond and now very scarce, A$180.
248/258. (2918) Mikesh, Robert C. Flying Dragons : The South Vietnamese Air Force. Osprey, London, 1988. 1st ed, 4to in d/w, profusely illus, index, biblio, pp289, **the struggle by the Sth Vietnamese airforce to wage a credible air campaign against ground troops with obsolete
aircraft and very questionable maintenance skills, vg cond and now scarce, A$45.
248/259. (5003) Newman, Major K.E. (ed) The ANZAC Battalion: A Record of the Tour of 2nd Battalion, the Royal Australian Regiment & 1st Battalion, RNZIR in South Vietnam, 1967-68. John Burridge, Perth 1995. (fp1968) Reprint, 4to in cloth with gilt titles, colour
and b/w plates, nominal roll, roll of honour, index, pp175, **2RARs 1st tour of Vietnam with the addition of two NZ Rifle Companies (Victor &
Whisky) and their 23 operations in Phuoc Tuy and Bien Hoa Provinces including the Tet Offensive in 1968, (lacks the maps from the 1st ed), new,
A$85.
248/260. (1446) O’Neill, Robert. Vietnam Task: The 5th Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment, 1966/67. Cassell, Australia, 1995.
(fp1968). Reprint, 8vo in mint d/w, plates, maps, index, roll of honour, honours and awards, pp263, **5RARs 1st Tour of Vietnam 1966/67.
The author was the Battalion Int Officer as Major O'Neill. Most of the book was written as it happened. He went on to become one of our best war
historians, vg cond, A$65.
248/261. (3950) Pemberton, Gary (ed). Vietnam Remembered. Lansdowne, Sydney, 1993 (fp1990) Reprint, 4to in d/w, plates, inscription in fep, full listing of all Australians who served in Vietnam by unit, pp292, **an important reference as it is the only book apart from the
official DVA roll, of all Australians who served, vg cond, and now scarce, A$80.
248/262. (8338) Pennington, Vic (compiler). The Team in Vietnam....The Lighter Side. Wakefield Press, SA, 1992. 1st ed, small 8vo in
card covers, , maps, illustrations, pp140, **a very collectible little book on the AATTV in Vietnam, vg cond, very scarce, A$35.
248/263. (313) Petersen, Maj Barry, MC. Tiger Men: An Australian Soldier's Secret War in Vietnam. Macmillan, Melbourne, 1988. 1st
ed, 8vo in protected d/w, plates, maps, source notes, index, pp245, **Petersen worked on his own, training and leading the Montanyard hill
tribesmen of central Vietnam. He was a member of the AATTV but worked for the CIA. vg cond and now scarce,, A$75.
248/264. (10345) Richardson, Thomas. Destroy and Build: Pacification in Phuoc Tuy, 1966-1972. Cambridge Uni Press, Melbourne,
2017. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, abbreviations, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp280, **a study of the 1st Aust Task Force and
it's attempts in the 'pacification' of Phuoc Tuy Province in South Vietnam, new, A$45.
248/265. (10319) Rochester, Stuart I & Kiley, Frederick. Honor Bound: American Prisoners of War in Southeast Asia 1961-1973. Naval
Institute Press, USA, 1999 (fp1998). Reprnt, large 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, appendices, chapter notes, index, pp707, **close to 800 US
servicemen were captured during the Vietnam War with 591 returning home in 1973. vg cond, A$62.
248/266. (7682) Scott, Colonel F. Peter, DSO. Command in Vietnam: Reflections of a Commanding Officer. Slouch Hat Publications,
Victoria, 2007. 1st ed, large 8vo in laminated boards, plates, appendices, nominal roll of those who were on both tours of Vietnam, officers roll, honours and awards, casualty list, biblio, index, pp160, **Peter Scott commanded 3RAR from 1969-1972 on their second tour of Vietnam. He also served in 3RAR in Korea and Japan in the '50's, new, A$30.
248/267. (10206) Scott, Stuart. Charlie Don't Surf But Aussies Do. Taking Time out from the Vietnam War. Author, Qld, 2009. 1st ed,
large 8vo in card covers, fully illustrated in colour, pp127, **a delightful glimpse of Australians at leasure at the Peter Badcoe, VC Club and surf
club, Back Beach Vung Tau during the Vietnam War, a ripper, vg cond and not often seen, A$45.
248/268. (9132) Speedy, Max & Ray, Bob (eds) A Bloody Job Well Done: The History of the Royal Australian Navy Helicopter Flight
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Vietnam 1967-1971. Crest, ACT, 2011 (fp2008). 2nd ed, 4to in card covers, colour and b/w plates, nominal and honour rolls, pp437, **a
first and only Experimental Military Unit (call-sign EMU) with which four contingents of Australian Fleet Air Arm men were a fully integrated and
close knit part in the height of the Vietnam War from 1967-1971, vg cond, A$46.
248/269. (5746) Sutton, Ross. Australian Awards Vietnam 1962 to 1991. Ross Sutton, Sydney, 1992. 1st ed, large 8vo in laminated
boards, full roll of all recipients plus certain citations, pp127, **along with Ian Barnes's excellent little book, an important reference, new cond
and becoming hard to find, A$44.
248/270. (5046) Taylor, Jerry. Last Out: 4RAR/NZ (ANZAC) Battalion's Second Tour in Vietnam. Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 2001. 1st ed,
8vo in d/w, plates, maps, endnotes, glossary, index, pp270, **the story of the training and preparation for war of 4RAR (ANZAC) and their
tour of duty in Sth Vietnam in 1970-7, vg cond and hard to find, A$65

The Great War 1914-1918
248/271. (4833) (Memorial) The Book of the ANZAC Memorial New South Wales. RSA, Sydney, 1916. 1st ed, large 4to in worn brown
cloth, (colour plate in frontis.), inscr 1916, appendices detail NSW casualties by unit, theatres in which served, battles and campaigns and
forces raised exclusively in NSW, pp93, ** one of the Memorial books put out early in the war, gen good cond & scarce, A$45.
248/272. (7794) Allan, Lieutenant P.V. (et al). The Thirty-Ninth: The History of the 39th Battalion, Australian Imperial Force. G.W.
Green & Soms, P/L, Melbourne, 1934. 1st ed, large 8vo in original dark blue boards, sl stain on front board. Portrait in frontis (LtCol Paterson), plates and 11 fold-out maps of much of the Western Front, honours and awards, honour roll, nominal roll, index, pp371 **the 39th
Bn, AIF, a Victorian unit, saw action at Messines, Ypres, Broodseinde, Passechendaele, the Somme, Amiens, Mont St. Quentin and the Hindenburg
Line among others. This book is one of the best unit histories produced and is in vg cond thus very scarce, A$400.
248/273. (7206) Austin, Ron. Gallipoli Encyclopedia: Australians in the 1915 Dardanelles Campaign. Slouch Hat Publications, Victoria,
2005. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, signed by the author, profusely illus, appendices, honours and awards (9 x VCs to Australians, 30 x British and 1 x NZ), biblio, pp288, **contains over 1,000 entries; vital reference (AIF), new, A$48.
248/274. (7779) Austin, Ron. The Fighting Fourth: A History of Sydney's 4th Battalion, AIF, 1914-19. Slouch Hat Publications, Victoria,
2007. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, signed by the author, plates and maps, full nominal roll, honours and awards, honour roll, biblio, index,
pp256, **the 4th Bn, AIF, a famous NSW unit, served on Gallipoli and the Western Front at Poziers, Mouquet Farm, Flanders, the Somme,
Bullecourt and Third Ypres among others losing a third of its number, vg cond and most desirable, A$185.
248/275. (5616) Austin, Ronald, J. RFD, ED. As Rough as Bags: The History of the 6th Battalion, 1st AIF, 1914-1919. R.J. & S.P. Austin,
McCrae Victoria, 1992. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, signed by author, plates and maps, full nominal roll, honour roll, battle honours, honours and awatds (VC to 2Lt F. Birks, MM, KIA), biblio, appendices, index, pp394, **the 6th Bn AIF, was raised in Victoria and saw action on
Gallipoli and the Western Front in particular Pozieres, Bullecourt, the Somme, Ypres, Menin Road, Polygon Wood, passchendaele, Hazebrouck and
the Hindenberg Line, vg cond, A$120.
248/276. (4644) Bean, C.E.W. ANZAC to Amiens: A Shorter History of the Australian Fighting Services in the First World War.
AWM, Canberra, 1968 (fp1946). 5th impr, 8vo in red buckram, plates, maps, index, pp567, **Bean was the Official Australian War Historian
and was responsible for the 12 volume Official History of the War. This is a preceised version encapsulating all campaigns in which Australians
fought, vg cond, A$45.
248/277. (10152) Beaumont, Joan. Broken Nation: Australians in the Great War. A&U, Sydney, 2013. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates
and maps, appendices, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp628, **Beaumont brings the war years to life. The many battles, from Gallipoli to Hamel,
the conscription debate and the Spanish flu the soldiers brought home. A lucid account of all aspects of life for Australians, vg cond, A$45.
248/278. (876) Belford, Capt Walter C. Legs Eleven: the History of the 11th Battalion, 1st AIF. Burridge, Perth, 1992 (fp1940). Reprint,
thick 8vo in printed boards, plates, maps, nominal index, pp540, **one of the famous WA Battalions in WW1 and one of the best histories produced, vg cond and now scarce, A$200.
248/279. (11035) Berrie, G.L (Lieut). Under Furred Hats (6th A.L.H.). W.C. Penfold, Sydney, 1919. 1st ed, small 8vo in worn lightcoloured cloth, plates including fold-out panoramas, casualty lists, pp179, *the 6th ALH served on Gallipoli and then in the Sinai-Palestine
Campaign at Romani, Amman, Es Salt and the Jordan Valley, this is now a RARE book in solid cond, A$300.
248/280. (5366) Bostock, Henry P. The Great Ride. Artlook, Perth 1982. 1st ed, 8vo in protected d/w, plates, maps, colour plate of 'Into
Damascus' by H. Septimus Rowe, inscr on title page, appendices, pp232, **Harry Bostock rode with the 10th Light Horse Regiment and the 3rd
Light Horse Brigade Scouts serving in Egypt, Nth Africa, Sinai, Palestine, Lebanon and the Egyptian Rising in 1919; a great read, vg cond and
difficult to find, A$75.
248/281. (1696) Bourne, LtCol G.H, DSO. The History of the 2nd Light Horse Regiment, Australian Imperial Force, (AIF) August 1914 April 1919. Burridge, Perth, 1994. (fp?) Reprint, roy 8vo in protected d/w, honour roll, awards and decorations, maps, plates, pp94,
**originating from the Queensland Mounted Infantry, the 2nd LH served on Gallipoli then right through the Sinai-Palestine campaign distinguishing
itself at Romani and later in the Jordan Valley as part of the 1st LH Brigade, vg cond, A$110.
248/282. (2946) Broinowski, L. (ed) Tasmania's War Record 1914-1918. J. Walch/The Govt of Tasmania, Hobart, 1921. 1st ed, small 4to
in red cloth, titles gilt, inscr. in fep, comp. plates, full rolls, enlistments by district, map, pp370, **an important volume covering all Tasmanians who served in WW1, very solid condition and now rare, A$300.
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248/283. (9439) Browning, Neville & Gill, Ian. Gallipoli to Tripoli: History of the 10th Light Horse Regiment, 1914-1919. Browning/
Gill Perth, 2011. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, signed by both authors, profusely illustrated, battle honours, list of 33 reinforcement ships, chapter notes, biblio, nominal index, pp640, ** this is an excellent history seeking to throw further light on the actions in which
10LH was involved, vg cond and now very scarce in 1st ed, A$250.
248/284. (9811) Browning, Neville. Fromelles to Nauroy: 31st Battalion, AIF 1915-1919. Author, Perth, 2013. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w,
signed by the author, plates, maps, appendices list nominal roll, honour roll, POW roll, honours and awards (Bugden, VC, KIA
28/9/17),nominal index, biblio, pp464, **formed in 1915 in Australia and disbanded in 1919, the 31st Bn, AIF saw active service at Fromelles,
Bapaume, Polygon Wood, Amiens, Villers-Carbonnel and the Hindenburg Line among others, outstanding unit history, new, A$120.
248/285. (8529) Browning, Neville. Leane's Battalion: 48th Bn, AIF 1916-1919. Author, Perth, 2009. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, signed by
the author, plates, maps, nominal roll (plus a roll of POWs), roll of honour, honours and awards incl citations and recommendations,
biblio, nominal index, pp480, **the history of the 48th Bn, AIF from its formation in Egypt in early 1916 from veterans of the 16th Bn, AIF to disbandment after the Armistice (Nov 1918). They saw action at Pozieres, Mouquet Farm, Guedencourt, Bullecourt, Messines, 3rd Ypres among others,
as new cond, A$150.
248/286. (2637) Burness, Peter. The Nek: The Tragic Charge of the Light Horse at Gallipoli. Kangaroo Press, NSW, 1996. 1st ed, trade
8vo in protected card covers, map in frontisp, plates, chapter notes, appendix lists KIA, index, pp168, **on 7 August 1915, in an ill-fated
attempt to break the stalemate at Gallipoli, hundreds of Australian Light Horsemen (8th & 10th) repeatedly charged the massed rifles and MGs of the
Turkish defenders; total disaster, vg cond and now hard to find, A$42.
248/287. (9882) Butler, A.G. Official History of the Australian Army Medical Services 1914-18, Vols 1, 2 and Vol 3. AWM, Canberra,
1930,1940 & 1943.. 1st eds, large thick navy blue volumes, (vol 1 1st ed 1930- vol 2, 1st ed, 1940 - vol 3, 1st ed 1943), fresh new bindings
with gilt titles, pp874 & 1011 & 1103, **Vol 1 is 'Gallipoli, Palestine and New Guinea'; Vol 2 is 'The Western Front'. Vol 3 'Problems and Services'. A remarkable set well priced, faint evidence of foxing in the prelims and end papers of vol 1 else vg cond, A$2,500.
248/288. (1188) Campbell, Captain R.W. The Kangaroo Marines. Cassell, London, 1915. 1st ed, small 8vo in printed boards, pp127, **a
great little book written by a Scot who was amazed at the courage and heroism of the Diggers of the 1st AIF, vg cond and scarce, A$75.
248/289. (10083) Chalmers, Bradley A. "Next to Impossible": The Remarkable Life of Albert Chalmers Borella, VC. Author, NSW,
2015. 1st ed, large 8vo in laminated boards, maps on inside boards, plates and maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp510, **Borella, VC, as
with all VCs, totally indifferent to the dangers in front of them. A double gallantry (VC, MM), one of our truly greats. Even Albert Jacka was in awe
of him. What a man!! new, A$55.
248/290. (11213) Coe, Bruce. Pulling Through: The Story of the King's Cup. Andrew Guerin, Adelaide, 2019. 1st ed, large 8von in d/w,
profusely illustrated, appendices, biblio, index, pp175, **the 1919 King's Cup at Henley was won by the AIF No. 1 crew. This amazing effort
came from soldiers who were at war the previous year, vg cond, A$48.
248/291. (7706) Darley, Major T.H. OBE. With the Ninth Light Horse in the Great War. The Hassell Press, Adelaide, 1924. 1st ed, 8vo in
purple cloth, includes a dedication to Tpr T.F. Weathers, A Sqn 9th LH, KIA on Gallipoli, (also a printout of his service) also includes a
photo of his grave at Ari Burnu, plates, appendices list honours and awards, casualties, pp206, **the 9th, a Queensland unit, served on Gallipoli in 1915 as infantry. In August they lost many men in attacks on Hill 60 and Rhododen. After the evacuation of Gallipoli in December 1915 the
9th remounted and fought through the Sinai-Palestine Campaign, good solid condition and as rare as, A$450.
248/292. (5610) Dollman, Lieut-Col W. VD & Skinner, Sgt H.M, MM. The Blue and Brown Diamond: A History of the 27th Battalion,
Australian Imperial Force, (on Active Service) 1915-1919. Lonnen & Cope, Adelaide, 1921. 1st ed, 8vo in brown cloth with coloured
titles, refreshed spine, plates and maps, appendices, honours and awards, casualty list, pp228, **the 27th Bn, AIF, 7th Brigade originated in
South Australia and saw service on Gallipoli and all over the Western Front in particular Amentieres, the Somme, Passchendaele, Bullecourt and
Villers-Bretonneaux, a rare unit history in vg cond, A$500.
248/293. (11267) Farrands, Don. The Glass Soldier: Not all of Him Shall Die. Blue Sky Publishing, Sydney, 2017. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/
w, illustrations, historical notes, biblio, pp393, **the story of Nelson Ferguson, a stretcher-bearer who was gassed on the Western Front and lost
his eye sight. In 1968, advances in technology allowed him to regain his sight, a great story of courage and resilience, new, A$38.
248/294. (8882) Finlayson, Damien. Crumps and Camouflets: Australian Tunnelling Companies on the Western Front. Blue Sky Publishing, Sydney, 2010. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates & maps, endnotes, appendices biblio, index, pp480, **the story of the tunnellers who
fought a daily duel with the enemy underground on the Western Front. Both sides tunnelled under each others lines with a view to planting huge
sector-destroying mines to be command detonated, new, A$45.
248/295. (8849) Gellert, Leon. Songs of a Campaign. Angus & Robertson, Sydney, 1917. 3rd and enlarged ed, small 8vo in green cloth,
illustrated by Norman Lindsay, pp124, **for many years Leon Gellert wrote a literary column for the Sydney Morning Herald. His poems are a
valuable part of the history of the Dardanelles Campaign. He has been described as Australia's finest poet of the Great War, vg cond and hard to
find, A$30.
248/296. (5337) Hall, Rex. The Desert Hath Pearls. The Hawthorn Press, Melbourne, 1975. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w and mylar, plates
(one coloured), index, pp219, **an excellent first hand account of service on Gallipoli, with the Australian 2nd Light Horse Regiment, AIF and then
service with the Imperial Camel Corps in the Sinai Desert in 1916 - many other valuable reminiscences of life during and after the War, vg cond,
A$80.
248/297. (11098) Ham, Paul. Passchendaele: Requem for Doomed Youth. William Heinemann/Penguin House, Sydney, 2016. 1st ed,
thick 8vo in protected d/w, b/w plates, one colour plate, chapter notes, appendices, extensive biblio, index, pp564, **four months in the
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mud at Passchendaele, one of the most horrific battles in the entire war. It was the ultimate war of attrition. As Haig said 'give me more men and I'll
win'. Casualty totals were 148,470 British and 255,000 German, vg cond, A$46.
248/298. (10302) Keown, A.W. Forward with the Fifth The Story of Five Years War Service of the 5th Aust. Inf Battalion, AIF. The
Specialty Press P/L, Melbourne, 1921. 1st ed, small 8vo in brown buckram, (remnants of d/w enclosed), plates, portrait in frontis. Of Col
Wanliss, CMG, pp326, **the 5th was raised in Melbourne in 1914 for service wherever. They were there at the landing on Gallipoli and served on the
Western Front in France and Flanders, Pozieres, the Somme, Flers, Bullecourt, Ypres and elsewhere, vg cond and now RARE, A$250.
248/299. (665) Lawrence, T.E. Revolt In The Desert. Folio Society, London, 1986 (fp1927). Folio Soc reprint in brown slip-case, large 8vo
in cream buckram, portrait of Lawrence in frontispiece, plates, maps on inside boards, index, pp326, **the story of the indeftigable Lawrenc
of Arabia and his war on the Ottomans, under Allenby. Did the Australians beat him to Damascus? vg cond, A$48.
248/300. (11009) Lawriwsky, Michael. Return of the Gallipoli Legend, Jacka, VC. Mira Books, Sydney, 2010. 1st ed, large trade 8vo in
card covers, plates, pers and place index, pp455+, **the continuation of the Albert Jacka, VC, MC & Bar story. Jacka arrives home to grat adulation and after a horrendous war, What a man!! vg cond, A$28.
248/301. (3559) Lee, Major J.E, DSO, MC. The Chronicle of the 45th Battalion, A.I.F. Burridge, Perth, nd? (fp1927) Facsimile reprint, 8vo
in buckram with gilt titles, plates, maps, nominal roll, honours and awards with citations, casualties, pp132, **the 45th was born from remnants of the gallant 'Fighting' 13th Bn, AIF, 4th Bde, after Gallipoli at Tel-el-Kabir in Egypt and fought with distinction on the Western Front at
Pozieres, Messines, Bullecourt, Passchendaele and Villers Bret among others, new, A$65.
248/302. (5867) Likeman, LtCol Robert, CSM. Men of the Ninth: A History of the Ninth Australian Field Ambulance 1916-1994. Slouch
Hat Publication, Victoria, 2003. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, nominal rolls of WW1 and WW2 and post war, source notes, index,
pp224, **the 9th Fd Amb served in many campaigns from Gallipoli to the Burma-Thai Railway; an excellent unit history, as new, A$65.
248/303. (7915) Lindsay, Patrick. Fromelles: The Story of Australia's Darkest Day; the Seach for Our Fallen Heroes of WW1. Hardie
Grant Books, Melbourne, 2007. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, map, appendices contain the Order of Battle for Fromelles and nominal
roll of the missing diggers of Fromelles, biblio, index, pp407, **in the blackest night in Australian history, 19 July 1916, the Diggers lost 5,533
casualties of which almost 2,000 were KIA. Hundreds broke through the German lines never to be seen again. Now they have found them in mass
graves, vg cond, A$40.
248/304. (8192) Lock, Cecil B.L. The Fighting 10th: A South Australian Centenary Souvenir of the 10th Battalion, AIF 1914-19. Webb &
Son, Adelaide, 1936. 1st ed, 8vo in red cloth with refreshed endpapers, titles gilt, bn chronology, decorations and citations (3 x VCs Blackburn, Inwood & Davey, MM), roll of honour, nominal roll of original bn 1914, bn orders, pp320, **the 10th Bn, AIF was formed at
Morphettville SA in 1914 and saw service on Gallipoli and on the Western Front in France and Belgium at Pozieres, Mouquet Farm, Dernacourt,
Bullecourt, Polygon Wood among many others. An outstanding battalion history, vg cond, and scarce, A$300.
248/305. (5667) Marshall-Cornwell, General Sir James, KCB, CBE, DSO, MC. Foch as Military Commander. Batsford, London, 1972. 1st
ed, 8vo in d/w and mylar, plates (portrait in frontis), maps, appendices, chronology, index, pp268, **a study of Marshal Foch's career as a
military commander from 1871 to 1918. By 1918 he was the Commander in Chief of all Allied Armies on the Western Front, spine sunned and faded else good solid cond, A$45.
248/306. (8255) Meredith, John. The COO-EE March; Gilgandra-Sydney, 1915. Kangaroo Press, Sydney, 1986. 1st ed, 4to in card covers,
profusely illustrated, map, pp96, **an account of the Gilgandra-Sydney recruiting march in 1915 organised by the local butcher R.G. Hitchen and
his brother Bill. 26 men started off and were feted at each small town they passed. 263 men reached Sydney. Subsequent marches around the country
were responsible for a dramatic upturn in recruitment figures, vg cond, A$28.
248/307. (4067) Newton, L.M. The Story of the Twelfth: A Record of the 12th Battalion, AIF, During the Great War of 1914-1918. Burridge, Perth, 2000 (fp1925). General facsimile reprint of the fat little 1925 1st ed in the larger 4to format in d/w, additional nominal index,
portraits of the officers of the 12th, **the 12th saw much action on Gallipoli and the Western Front. It comprised companies from Tasmania, Sth
Australia and WA. It suffered the second highest casualties of the AIF from 1914-1918 (3531) but lost the most on the Western Front (2927), new,
A$65.
248/308. (7587) Olson, Wes. Gallipoli: The Western Australian Story. UWA Press, Perth, 2006. 1st ed, roy.8vo in d/w, signed by the
author, plates and maps, source notes, biblio, index, pp396, **a fresh perspective on the epic WW1 military campaign fought on the Gallipoli
Peninsular of Turkey; an excellent resource, vg cond, A$85.
248/309. (4425) Pedersen, P.A. Monash as Military Commander. MUP, Melbourne, 1985. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, index, extensive biblio, source notes, pp363, **a detailed and dispassionate account of Sir John Monash's development as a military commander before and during WW1.Commanding the 4th Infantry Brigade, AIF at age 49, he went on to become one of the best generals on the entire Western Front, vg cond
and now scarce, A$85.
248/310. (6935) Ramsay, Private Roy, AIF. Hell, Hope and Heroes: Life in the Field Ambulance in World War 1: The Memoirs of Pte
Roy Ramsay, AIF. Rosenberg Publishing, Sydney, 2005. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates and maps, source notes, glossary, Australian Order of Battle, biblio, index, pp272, **Roy Ramsay served with the 4th Light Horse Field Ambulance in Egypt and on hospital ships in the
Dardanelles. He then served with the 1st Division 3rd Field Ambulance on the Western Front at Pozieres, Villers-Bretenneux and elsewhere. This is
his diary, new, A$32.
248/311. (8494) Richardson, Lieut-Colonel, J.D. DSO. The History of the 7th Light Horse Regiment, AIF, 1914-1919. A. Green, Brisbane,
2009. (fp1923). Facsimile, large 8vo in cloth boards, numbered copies #3), plates, maps, honours and awards, honour roll, pp126, **the 7th
was raised in NSW in 1914 serving on Gallipoli as infantry and then the Sinai-Palestine Campaign at Romani, Gaza, Beersheba, Jordan among others, new, A$175.
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248/312. (5909) Simpson, Cameron. Maygar's Boys: A Biographical History of the 8th Light Horse Regiment, AIF, 1914-1919. 'Just Soldiers' Publications, Victoria, 1998. 1st ed, large 4to in mint d/w, plates and maps, index, pp308, **an A to Z biographical listing of all who
served in the 8th LH in WW1 under LtCol Leslie Maygar, VC, DSO. The 8th LH served on Gallipoli (particularly at 'The Nek') and then the SinaiPalestine Campaign including the ride on Beersheeba, new, A$140.
248/313. (1202) Smith, LtCol Neil C. AM. The Third Light Horse Regiment 1914-1918: A Short History and Listing of Those Who
Served Author, Melbourne, 1993, 1st ed, 4to in card covers and tape spine, signed by the author, full rolls of the Regiment, maps, nominal index, pp144 **the 3rd LH served in Egypt and then Gallipoli as infantry, then Suez Canal, Romani and many other parts in the Sinai Palestine
Campaign, new, A$45.
248/314. (6555) Stringer, Col. 'Fighting' McKenzie, ANZAC Chaplain: Tribute to a Hero. Author, Qld, 2003. 1st ed, 8vo in card covers,
plates, biblio, pp187, **McKenzie won the DSO on Gallipoli and the MC on the Western Front - the most decorated Chaplain in the AIF, vg cond,
A$26.
248/315. (10501) Sulzbach, Herberts. With the German Guns: Four Years on the Western Front. Leo Cooper, London, 1998 (fp1935).
Reprint, large 8vo in d/w, plates, foot-notes, pp256, **written in diary form over four years. Gives a brilliant insight into the German army. After WW1 he went to England and joined the Army and was used as an interpreter in POW camps, vg cond, A$45.
248/316. (10985) T.H.E. Hayes (Acting Director AWM - ed) The Changing of the Guard: Graphic Incidents of the Two World Wars.
AWM, Canberra, 1942. 1st ed, very large oblong folio in green buckram with coat of arms to cover, with 104 pages of b/w plates tipped
in, 58 pages relating to WW1 and 46 of WW2, **as it was published in 1942, the New Guinea Campaign and SW Pacific Campaigns are not included, vg cond, A$120.
248/317. (9009) Taylor, F.W & Cusack, T.A. Nulli Secundus: A History of the Second Battalion, AIF, 1914-1919. Burridge, Perth, 1992
(fp1942). Reprint, 8vo in blue cloth boards, titles gilt, portrait of 1st CO LtCol G.F. Bround in fronispiece, colour patch on title page,
plates,honours and awards (VC toCpl T.J. Kenny), pp357, **the 2nd Bn, AIF was raised in NSW and served on Gallipoli (the Landing) and the
Western Front in France (Somme, Amiens and the Hindenburg Line ) and through Flanders in Belgium; new cond, A$70.
248/318. (9535) Tyquin, Michael. Gallipoli: An Australian Medical Perspective. Big Sky Publishing, NSW, 2012. 1st ed, large 8vo in
card covers, colour and b/w plates and maps, charts and graphs, biblio, index, pp148, **in 1914 the Australian Army Medical Service had
only recently been formed and was untested when they deployed to Gallipoli in 1915. Their prime function was to maintain fit and healthy troops for
operations and return the sick and wounded as quick as they could. This book is an exploration of the complexities and mistakes made as seen
through the eyes of the infant service, new, A$36.
248/319. (7781) Warner, Philip. Passchendaele: The Story Behind the Tragic Victory of 1917. Sidgwick & Jackson, London, 1987. 1st ed,
8vo in rough d/ws, ex lib, newspaper article loose in fep, plates, biblio, index, pp289, **in July 1917 the small Belgian village of Passchendaele became the focus for one of the most gruelling, bloody and bizarre battles of the war. When the village was captured half a million Allies and
Germans lay dead, fair but solid cond, A$28.
248/320. (10996) Wood, Helen & Purcell, Lorraine. Golden Diggers: The Hill End and Tambaroora Districts Contribution to the First
World War. Hill End Group, NSW, 2015. 1st ed, 4to in card covers, profusely illustrated, nominal roll, appendices, biblio, glossary, index, pp209, **173 men are recorded on the town's war memorial from over the 700 who volunteered for service in 1914-15 from the small community
of Hill End and district NSW. new, A$40.
248/321. (10118) Wren, Eric. Randwick to Hargicourt: History of the 3rd Battalion, AIF. Ronald G. McDonald, Sydney, 1935. 1st ed,
large 8vo in fully restored bindings, quarter moroccan and blue buckram in like slipcase, 5 raised bands to spine, all titles and decorations gilt, plates, maps, footnotes, nominal roll incl casualty list, complete with many photos, pp399, **the 3rd Bn, AIF was raised in NSW
and saw active service on Gallipoli, the Western Front. This book was deaccessioned from the library of the Official Historian at Victoria Barracks
Paddington, an outstanding resue of a very valuable unit history, RARE, A$400.
248/322. (11248) Barr, James. Setting the Desert on Fire: T.E. Lawrence and Britain's Secret War in Arabia, 1916-1918. Bloomsbury,
London, 2006. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates and maps, chapter notes, abbreviations list, biblio, index pp362, **a masterly account of a key moment in the history and politics of the Middle east and presents a portrait of Lawrence himself that is bright, nuanced and full of fresh
insights into the true nature of the master myth-maker, vg cond, A$45.
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248/323. (10967) (various authots) The Sniper Anthology: Snipers of the Second World War. Pelican/Frontline Publishing, UK, 2012.
1st ed , large 8vo in d/w, plates, pp206, **an anthology of stories by 10 authors describing the activities of the world's best snipers of WW2, new,
A$45.
248/324. (11177) Barrett, Duncan. Hitler's British Isles: The Real Story of the Occupied Channel Islands. Simon & Schuster, London,
2018. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, b/w plates, index, pp413, **life under German rule on the Channel Islands of Guernsey, Jersey and
Sark during WW2, new, A$45.
248/325. (10409) Beevor, Antony. Ardennes 1944: Hitler's Last Gamble. Viking/Penguin, London, 2013. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected
d/w, plates and maps ( and on inside covers), glossary, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp451, **in Dec 1944 the desperate battle of the Ardennes
commenced. The Allies found they were fighting two Panzer Armies. This was the signature battle which broke the back of the Wehrmacht, vg cond,
A$46.
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248/326. (7437) Beevor, Antony. Berlin: The Downfall 1945. Penguin Viking, London, 2003 (fp2002). Repint, thick 8vo in card covers,
plates and maps, source notes, biblio, index, pp490, **the capture of Berlin saw the most terrifying example of fire and sword ever known. Hundreds of thousands died and over 7 million fled west from the terror of the Red Army. The author accesses both Allied and Soviet files to write this very
credible account, vg cond, A$28.
248/327. (10405) Briggs, Stan and Les. Ike's Marines: 36th Australian Infantry Battalion, 1939-1945. AMHP, Sydney, 2003 (fp1967). Reprint, 8vo in hard illustrated boards, plates, map, roll of honour, nominal and general index, battle honours of both world wars, pp231,
**the story of an Australian Infantry Battalion and its part in the war against Japan. The 36th saw action at Buna-Gona, Sanananda Rd and the SW
Pacific campaign, new, A$60.
248/328. (6819) Brodziak, Innes (ed). Proudly We Served: Stories of the 2/5th Australian General Hospital. 2/5th AGH Assn, Sydney,
1988. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, inscr in fep (Enid Himmelbach), honour roll, nominal roll, plates, pp279, **the 2/5th at war with Germany, behind
German lines and at war with the Japanese in the Pacific; an excellent unit history, vg cond and hard to find in 1st ed, A$60.
248/329. (5828) Brune, Peter. The Spell Broken: Exploding the Myth of Japanese Invincibility, Milne Bay to Buna-Sanananda 1942-43.
Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1998 (fp1997). Reprint, trade 8vo in card covers, plates & maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp304, **a stirring
history of the Milne Bay and Buna-Sanananda battles in which the Japanese were finally defeated in the field by Australian troops, many who were
veterans of the Kokoda Campaign, new, A$28.
248/330. (6368) Brune, Peter. A Bastard of a Place: The Australians in Papua: Kokoda, Milne Bay, Gona, Buna and Sanananda. Allen
& Unwin, Sydney, 2003. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w, inscription in fep, plates and maps, source notes, biblio, index, pp691, **a compelling
narrative which resonates with the voices of the well-trained AIF volunteer and the young Militia conscript who triumphed together; an excellent
book, vg cond, A$65.
248/331. (11270) Campbell, John. New Guinea Machine Gunners: A History of 7 Australian Machine Gun Battalion 1942-1944. Author, NSW, 2013. 1st ed, large 8vo in card covers, plates and maps, nominal rolls, honour roll, index (2), pp155, **the 7th MG Bn, AIF,
served in the defence of Port Moresby, the Battle of Wau and at Milne Bay, new, A$45.
248/332. (7790) Cody, Les. Ghosts in Khaki: The History of the 2/4th Machine Gun Battalion, 8th Australian Division, AIF. Hesperian
Press, Perth, 1997. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, signed by the author, plates & maps, nominal roll, honours and awards, casualty
list, pp374, **the 2/4th MG Bn, AIF was part of the 8th Division and the catastrophic fall of Singapore in WW2. In 5 short weeks of bitter fighting
the Division lost nearly 2,500 men killed in action, one third of all battle deaths during the three and a half years of the Pacific War, vg cond and
RARE with signature, A$160.
248/333. (9356) De Pierres, Paul. "Under Two Flags" ("Sous Deux Drapeaux!"). Author, WA, 2011. 1st ed, large 4to in card covers, profusely illustrated in colour & b/w, pp88, **the story of French Reservists living in Australia who were called for war service in Indochina 1940-41.
The author served with 3RAR in Vietnam in 1971, vg cond, A$28.
248/334. (10139) Dean, Peter J. (ed) (foreword by Kim Beazley). Australia 1942: In the Shadow of War. Cambridge Uni Press, Melbourne, 2013. 1st ed, large 8vo in good d/w, plates, ,aps and diagrams, endnotes, biblio, index, pp248, **an examination of why 1942 was
such a pivotal year for Australia by some of our best war historians, vg cond, A$34.
248/335. (5452) Dornan, Peter. The Silent Men: Syria to Kokoda and on to Gona. Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1999. 1st ed, 8vo in card covers, maps (no plates), pp201, **the story of the incredible heroism of Bruce Kingsbury, VC and the rest of the eleven man section of the 2/14th Bn,
AIF who got stuck into the Japs at Isurava on the Kokoda Track. They were awarded one VC, one DCM and four MMs (whew!), vg cond, A$28.
248/336. (7670) Elliott, Di & Silver, Lynette. A History of 2/18th Battalion, AIF. AMHP, Sydney, 2006. Based on the original book
'Against All Odds', thus revised, large 8vo in laminated boards, plates and maps, nominal roll, honours and awards, endnotes, biblio,
index, pp296+, **2/18th Bn, AIF was raised in north western NSW and Sydney in 1940 as part of 8th Div; it was one of the battalions captured in
Malaya, new, A$68.
248/337. (7430) Gietzelt, Ray, AO. A Short History of 9 Field Company R.A.E (AIF) 1939-1945. 9 Fd Coy Assn/AMHP, Sydney, 2006.
1st ed, large 4to in laminated boards, profusely illus with b/w plates, maps and drawings, index, pp159, **9 Coy Engr built the 'BulldogWau Road' in the Owen-Stanley Range in New Guinea in some of the harshest and most inhospitable terrain imaginable. The track was built from the
south coast of New Guinea to Wau on the north coast as a vital supply line for the defending Australian troops, new cond, A$60.
248/338. (1732) Givney, EC. (ed). The First At War: The Story of the 2/1st Australian Infantry Battalion, 1939-45, The City of Sydney
Regiment. Editorial Committee Association of First Infantry Battalions, NSW. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, signed by MajorGeneral Paul Cullen, DSO & Bar, the CO of the 1st, plates & maps, full rolls, honours and awards, casualty rolls, pp558, **the 1st served in
the North African Campaign (Bardia, Tobruk, Palestine and Syria), the Greek and Crete Campaign (Retimo) and the New Guinea Campaign, (Kokoda
Track, Gorari, Soputa, Wewak etc), vg cond, A$245.
248/339. (8293) Grose, Peter. An Awkward Truth: The Bombing of Darwin February 1942. A&U, Sydney, 2009. 1st ed, trade 8vo in
card covers, plates, maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp258, **the raids on Darwin led to the worst death toll from any event in Australia. The
Japs bombed and strafed three hospitals, flattened shops, offices and police barracks, post office, Government House and left the harbour and airfields
burning ruins. But there is a darker side which lingers on - looting, desertion and calamitous failure of leadership, new, A$24.
248/340. (11203) Henderson, Bruce. Sons and Soldiers: The Jews Who Escaped the NAZIS and Returned for Retribution. William
Collins, London, 2017. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, appendix lists all 1,985 Ritcjie Boys, biblio, index, pp429, **the 'Ritchie
Boys' were German Jews who escaped Germany and joined the US Army to take on the hated NAZIS. They were assigned to intelligence roles and
retrieved vital intel for the war effort. new, A$42.
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248/341. (8078) Henning, Peter. Doomed Battalion: The Australian 2/40th Battalion, AIF, 1940-45: Mateship & Leadership in War &
Captivity. Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1995. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, maps, nominal rolls, honours and awards, endnotes,
index, pp407, **the 2/40th was made up mainly of Tasmanians. It was deployed to garrison an airfield in Dutch Timor immediately after the Japanese
entered WW2. It was a misguided strategy as they were captured a week after the fall of Singapore in 1942, vg cond, A$85.
248/342. (11263) Idriess, Ion L. Must Australia Fight? A&U, Sydney, 1939. 1st ed, 8vo in yellow buckram, remnant d/w pasted down on
cover, maps (incl 2 x on boards), pp223, **a seminal book written on the eve of WW2 in Idriess's engaging style, vg cond and very scarce,
A$120.
248/343. (11225) Idriess, Ion. The Australian Guerrilla, Book 2, Sniping A&R, Sydney, 1942. 1st ed, small 8vo in card covers pp98, **an
original copy of book 2 (orange covers), book separated from cover, first 16 pages missing the bottom right corner (text intact), Last two pages show
signs of mildew but text still readable. Last page is loose, fair only cond but still very rare, A$400.
248/344. (11226) Idriess, Ion. The Australian Guerrilla, Book 3: Guerrilla Tactics. A&R, Sydney, 1942. 1st ed, small 8vo in card covers,
pp98, **an original copy of book 3 (green covers). A somewhat bumped and shelf worn copy but very rare. good solid cond, A$550.
248/345. (11227) Idriess, Ion. The Australian Guerrilla, Book 4: Trapping the Jap. A&R, Sydney, 1942 1st ed, small 8vo in card coverseprint, trade 8vo in card covers, pp125, **an original copy of book 4 (red covers). This is a rare example of this book, vg cond, A$650.
248/346. (11274) Idriess, Ion L. The Australian Guerrilla Series: Book 6: The Scout. A&R, Sydney, 1943. 1st ed, small 8vo in card covers, illustrations, pp123, **the last book (book 6) in his Guerrilla series. A good solid example (brown covers) and equally as rare as the others,
good, solid cond, A$500.
248/347. (1851) Idriess, Ion L. The Australian Guerrilla: The Scout. Paladin Press, USA, 1982. Reprint card covers, small 8vo, pp123,
**one of the six most sought after books in Australian military history, vg cond, A$75.
248/348. (6576) Kladstrup, Don & Petie. Wine and War: The French, The Nazis and France's Greatest Treasure. Hodder & Stoughton,
London, 2001. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, map of French wine regions on inside covers, glossary, notes, biblio, index, pp328, **the story of
France's courageous, clever vintners who protected and rescued the country's most treasured commodity from German plunder, vg cond, A$25.
248/349. (4643) Laffin, John. Forever Forward: The History of the 2/31st Australian Infantry Battalion, 2nd AIF 1940-45. AMHP, Sydney 2002 (fp1994). Reprint, large 8vo in laminated boards, plates, maps, nominal roll, roll of honour, index, pp333, **the 2/31st fought in
Syria New Guinea and Borneo; a good unit history, new cond, A$75.
248/350. (5588) Lamont-Brown, Raymond. Kempeitai: Japan's Dreaded Military Police. Budding/Sutton Publishing, UK, 2000 (fp
1998). Reprint, large 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, biblio, large glossary, index, pp182, **the Kempeitai were Japan's secret military police and
counter-espionage service. They were a grimly efficient corps, possessing wide powers which they were trained to employ ruthlessly. They were, in
effect, low mongrels who murdered thousands, vg cond and difficult to find, A$46.
248/351. (7951) Latimer, Jon. Deception in War. John Murray, London, 2001. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, maps and plates, source
notes, biblio, index, pp356, **deception has been an integral part of warfare since Troy accepted a wooden horse from the Acheans and many ruses
de guerre have been perpitrated since. WW2 saw deception reach its peak when the Allies constructed a 'cardboard army' for the invasion of France,
vg cond, A$34.
248/352. (8913) Low, George, (ed). Commando: ANZACS at War: The Best 12 ANZAC Comics. Carlton Books, London, 2007. Reprint,
thick 8vo in card covers, 12 Commando comics in a single volume, fully illustrated in b/w, pp775, **we all cut our teeth on these wonderful
Commando comics - this 12 are all Australian & NZ stories from WW2, as new cond, A$28.
248/353. (10312) Mather, Jill. The Walers' Last War: Australian Heritage Waler Stock Horse WW2. Boolarong Press, Qld, 2017. 1st ed,
trade 8vo in card covers, profusely illustrated, pp153, **the Waler served in Northern Australia (Nackeroos), Papua New Guinea, New Caledonia, the Philippines and the south west pacific islands, new, A$30.
248/354. (10087) Maynard, Roger. Ambon: The Truth About one of the Most Brutal POW Camps in World War 2 and the Triumph of
the Aussie Spirit. Hachette, , Sydney, 2014. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates and maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp334, **the
story of Gull Force, 1,150 men, many from the 2/21st Bn, AIF who were over run on the Indonesian island of Ambon. Barely 300 survived after 3
years of hellish privation and brutality, vg cond, A$28.
248/355. (7177) McAulay, Lex. Blood and Iron: The Battle for Kokoda 1942. Hutchinson Australia, Sydney, 1991. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w,
plates and maps, biblio, index, pp432, **the Kokoda Campaign of 1942 is one of the classic battles in Australian military history, vg cond, A$40.
248/356. (9035) Parker, R.A.C. Churchill & Appeasement. Papermac, London, 2000. Reprint, 8vo in card covers, biblio, chapter notes,
index, pp290, **a scrupulous study of Churchill's role in the events that led to the outbreak of war in 1939, vg cond A$25.
248/357. (4443) Perez, Fr. Eugene, OSB. Kalumburu War Diary. Artlook, Perth, 1981. 1st ed, 8vo in card covers, inscription in fep, plates,
pp264, **the diary of Fr Perez throughout the dark days of WW2 in which the Kalumburu Mission was severely bombed by the Japanese, vg cond,
A$45.
248/358. (5485) Rayner, Robert J. Darwin and Northern Territory Force. (NT Force, 12 Div.) Rudder Press, NSW, 2001. 1st ed, huge 8vo
in protected d/w, plates and maps,end notes, biblio, index, pp712, **a continuation of the Darwin story from Sep 1942 - an enormous and meticulous and substantial work; the definitive reference on the NT in WW2 new cond, A$86.
248/359. (10172) Record, Jeffrey. A War it Was Always Going to Lose: Why Japan Attacked America in 1941. Potomac Books, Washington, 2011. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, maps, chronology, chapter notes, biblio, pp167, **a story about momentus strategic miscalcula-
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tion on both sides. Draws clear and compelling lessons for modern-day leaders when dealing with ambitious enemies of different cultures, assumptions
and priorities, vg cond, A$26.
248/360. (5904) Rogers, Lindsay. Guerilla Surgeon: A New Zealand Surgeon's Wartime Experiences with the Yugoslav Partisans. Collins, London, 1957. 1st ed, 8vo in black cloth, pencil sketch portrait in frontis, pp254, **Rogers volunteered for service with SOE after serving
with the 8th Army in North Africa. He was inserted into Yugoslavia primarily as a liaison officer. He was later attached to Fitzroy McLean's mission
to Tito (see EASTERN APPROACHES), good cond and uncommon, A$28.
248/361. (5029) Sheil-Small, Denis, MC. Green Shadows: A Gurkha Story. William Kimber, London, 1982. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates,
maps, index, appendices, pp198, **the story of the 4/8th Gurkha Rifles during the Burma Campaign thru the eyes of one of their Company Commanders, good cond, A$45.
248/362. (11064) Smith, LtCol Neil, AM (Retd). Men of ANGAU: A History of the Australian New Guinea Administrative Unit. Mostly Unsung, Melbourne, 2020. 1st ed, large 4to in card covers, colour patch to front cover, signed by the author, plates and maps,, honours
and awards (with citations), full nominal roll, biblio, index, pp131, **over 3,300 personell served in ANGAU making it the biggest and most
diverse unit in the AMF, new, A$40.
248/363. (4510) Smith, LtCol Neil, AM. Worth a Mention: Members of the Australian Army Mentioned in Despatches in World War
Two. Mostly Unsung, Melbourne, 1994. 1st ed, 4to in or.cl, signed by author, full alpha listing of all recipients, pp111, **a very useful reference, new cond, A$60.
248/364. (4513) Smith, LtCol Neil, AM. ATID-APA: The History of the 4th Anti-Tank Regiment (AIF). Mostly Unsung, Melbourne,
1992. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, appendices, rolls, honours and awards, index, pp231, **the 4th Anti-Tank Regt 8th Div, (less one
battery) was captured by the Japs in Malaya, new, A$45.
248/365. (11152) Thomas, Gordon. Operation EXODUS:From the Nazi Death Camps to the Promised Land; A Perilous Journey that
Shaped Israel's Fate. Thomas Dunne Books, NY, 2010. 1st US ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, biblio, index, pp382, **the ship EXODUS 1947
was purchased by the Haganah to transport Jewish survivors from Germany to Israel. The British thwarted them at every turn in order to preserve
Anglo-Arab relations. Their disgraceful conduct was noticed by the UN who finally did something about it, vg cond, A$35.
248/366. (11002) Thompson, Peter. ANZAC Fury: The Bloody Battle of Crete 1941. William Heinemann, Sydney, 2010. 1st ed, large 8vo
in protected d/w, portraits in frontis. Maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp506, **fresh from the victorious battlefields of North Africa, in 1941
the legendary ANZAC CORPS was reformed and were thrust into action against the German forces in Crete and Greece. vg cond, A$45.
248/367. (4884) Trigellis-Smith, S. All the King's Enemies: A History of the 2/5th Australian Infantry Battalion. AMHP, Sydney, 2010
(fp1988). Reprint, 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, nominal roll, honours and awards (with citations), honour roll plus WIA list, index, pp423,
**the title has special significance as the Battalion actually did fight 'all the King's enemies' - the Italians in Libya, the Germans in Greece, the Vichy
French in Syria and the Japanese in New Guinea, a Victorian unit part of 17th Brigade, 6th Div, new cond, A$85.
248/368. (5469) Uren, Malcolm. A Thousand Men at War: The Story of the 2/16th Battalion, AIF. Heinemann, London, 1959. 1st ed, 8vo
in worn d/w (now protected) plates, maps, full nominal roll, pp289, **the 2/16th saw active service in the Syrian Campaign (Litani, Sidon and
Damour) and then New Guinea (Kokoda Track, Gona Beach, the Markham and Ramu Valleys, Shaggy Ridge and finally Balikpapan), a very good
unit history, vg cond, A$110.
248/369. (11154) Van Der Rhoer, Edward. Deadly Magic: Communications Intelligence in World War 2 in the Pacific. Robert Hale,
London, 1979. 1st ed, 8vo in protected d/w, plates, index, pp194, **Communications intelligence (Comint) provided the US High Command
with virtually continuous knowledge of Japanese plans and operations (after Pearl Harbour that is!), vg cond, A$32.
248/370. (5942) Wall, Don. Singapore and Beyond: The Story of the Men of the 2/20th Battalion. Don Wall, Sydney, 1985. 1st ed, large
8vo in protected d/w, plates, maps and illus, appendices list rolls of various 'forces', pp377, **the 2/20th Bn, AIF, 8th Division was captured
on Singapore - very few survived and none from the Sandakan death marches; a good unit history and a harrowing story, vg cond, A$150.
248/371. (7544) Weineke, James. 6th Div. Sketches: Aitape to Wewak - Australians in New Guinea in the 1944-45 Campaign. Author,
NSW, 1946. 1st ed, oblong 8vo in shelf-worn d/w (now protected), written and illustrated by the author, np? **being a collection of sketches, drawings and notes from the 6th Australian Division's last New Guinea Campaign - through Aitape, Maprik and Wewak, 1944-45, good cond
and scarce, A$65.
248/372. (6295) Whiting, Charles. Ardennes: The Secret War. Spellmount, UK, 2001 (fp 1984). Reprint, 8vo in d/w, plates, biblio, index,
pp196, **Hitler's last throw of the dice; the German assault with 600,000 men on the US Army line in the Belgian Ardennes. Otto Skorzeny and his
special forces caused havoc behind the lines wearing US uniforms and driving US vehicles; all to no avail, shelf wear else vg cond, A$30.
End__________

